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Chapter 9
Using the system
9.1 Design process of an ATLAS application
From the developer point of view, a process consists of two parts: its interface
and its implementation.
9.1.1 The process interface
The process interface is a module written in ATL language (see chapter 4) which
defines the prototype of the public routines of the process and the types needed
for their parameters and return results.
Although only its prototypes and types are needed for a process interface,
the module defining the process interface can also include functions or proce-
dures defined in ATL which describe the interaction with other processes in the
application or with the user (e.g. asking for input data).
An example of an ATL module with part of the interface of a process called
volum can be seen in figure 9.1. It is not complete, but it shows the definition of
a set of types exported by the module (some of them are needed as parameters
of external routines), the prototypes of two external routines (these prototypes
and the types of its parameters would form the interface of the process), and the
description of a procedure (also exported to make it visible to other modules)
that combines the execution of the process routines, asks for an input datum
(through GETDATA) and also calls a procedure of another module (se : : Sortida).
9.1.2 The process implementation
Giving the process interface in the ATL module allows ATLAS to generate code
stubs to implement the communications driver for this process (see chapter 7).
From the developer point of view the process implementation consists of the set
of C++ routines declared as externals in the ATL module plus the definition
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USE se;
EXPORT «deftype point STRUCT
x -> real;
y -> real;
z -> real;
ENDSTRUCT
EXPORT «deftype face VECTOR [3] OF STRUCT
pi -> point;
p2 -> point;
id -> integer;
ENDSTRUCT
EXPORT «deftype simplex STRUCT
name -> string;
sides -> VECTOR [4] OF face;
ENDSTRUCT
EXPORT «deftype scene VECTOR [100] OF simplex
EXPORT «deftype property integer
EXPORT scene totalsc;
PRDT
EXTERN FUNCTION segmentation (scena se, property p)
RETURNS scene;
EXTERN PROCEDURE display.scene (scene sc);
ENDPROT
EXPORT PROCEDURE SegmentSimplex () IS
display.scene (segmentation(totalsc,
GETDATAC'Input the property value")));
se::Sortida ("Segmentation completed","m") ;
ENDPROCEDURE
Figure 9.1: Portion of the interface definition in ATLAS for the volume modeling
process ("volum").
of the C++ classes used by their parameters1. This implementation can also
include whatever the developer wants as a private part of the process. This part
will not be visible outside the process.
Figure 9.2 shows how an ATLAS executable process is generated from its
source files. The files depicted on the leftmost column are those that the devel-
oper must implement.
The automatically generated code consists of three files and a dynamic li-
brary created from other temporary generated files. All of these files of generated
code have been explained in section 7.5.1.
The developer must implement the header file process.h where the C++
classes corresponding to the ATL exported types and the prototypes for the
exported routines must be declared, and the file process.C with the implemen-
tation of the exported routines (declared as external in the ATL module); in
fact this last file may be given any other name, and can be also split in more
than one C++ file, but must include process.h.
We want to remind also that inside the C++ classes corresponding to the
ATL exported types the translation methods from and to the bridge types must
also be implemented (this has been explained in chapter 7). These are:
'This dependency of C++ is only because of our current code generator; but this might
be another language as stated in chapter 1
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Figure 9.2: Creating an ATLAS process.
• a constructor from the corresponding bridge type. The name of the bridge
type is the name of the type prefixed by all. (e.g. for the PointeD type
the bridge type would be atLPointSD);
• a translating method to the bridge type called conversiojutipus-pont ()
without any parameter and returning a bridge type object.
The name given to the ATL exported type must be the same as the C++
class for this type because part of the code using this class is automatically
generated. The header file process. h must also include the generated header
file which declares the bridge types, atl-process.H.
The code of an example of a toy application implemented over ATLAS can
be seen in section 9.4.
9.2 The API library
The API library includes the routines offered by ATLAS to be used by the
developer in the application processes. In order to use the API library the
process must include the file inc-atlas. H which declares the prototypes of the
API routines.
The routines offered by the ATLAS API library are:
• "void atl-subscribe (char.ev, typfunc f, bool upd, Comunic-Distr &d);"
This routine is used to subscribe the process to the ATLAS event given as
the first parameter. The ATLAS events mechanism is fully explained in
section 6.4. The ATLAS events a process can subscribe to are:
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event identifier produced when...
ADD-DEMAND —> a data request is added to the list
SUB J3EMAND —t a data request is removed from the list
MOVE-DEMAND —> a re-ordering is produced in the requests
list
ADD.PROCESS —> a new process is added to the application
execution
SUB-PROCESS —> a process is removed from the application
execution
IMALIVE —> a heartbeat message has arrived to distr
ADD JNPUT —> an input datum is added to the list
SUB JNPUT —ï an input datum is removed from the list
MOVEJNPUT —» a re-ordering is produced in the input data
list
The first parameter, ev, is the event identifier to which the process wants
to be subscribed.
The second parameter, f, represents the function to be called when the
event message arrives to the process. The type of this parameter, "typ-
func", is defined as "typedef void (*typf une) (Parara *);" and this
Param is an abstract class which has three derived classes:
- "ParamDemand" contains an object "Demanda". This type is de-
fined as
class Demanda
{
String ident; // data request identifier
' String nom.procesj // name of the process requesting it
String tipus; // name of the data type
String nom.dades; // string shown to the final user
fourbytes timeout;
unfourbytes thread; // thread of the execution who produced it
void omplir (String id. String np, String t, String nd,
fourbytes tm);
int llargada O;
public :
Demanda O ;
Demanda (RequestData missdemand, String procès);
String Ident O { return ident; }
String Tipus C) < return tipus; }
String Nom.proc O { return nom.proces; }
String Nom.dades () { return nom.dades; }
fourbytes Timeout () < return timeout; }
unfourbytes Thread () { return thread; }
'Desanda ();
};
and is the information received when an ADD.DEMAND event is
produced. The "Demanda" can be accessed by using the method
"cont 0" of "ParamDemand" which returns a "Demanda &".
"Paramlnput" contains an "Input" object. This type just consists
of an identifier given to the input datum and the type name of this
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datum. The "Input" class is defined as:
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class Input
{
int identr; // input datum identifier
String tipus; // type name of the input datum
public:
Input (int id, String tip);
int Identr () { return identr; }
String Tipus () < return tipus; }
};
This "Input" object is received when an ADD JNPUT, SUB JNPUT
or MOVEJNPUT event is produced. The "Input" can be accessed
by using the method "cont ()" of "Paramlnput" which returns an
"Input &".
- "ParamString" contains a String object which is the information as-
sociated to all events except those receiving a "Demand" or an "In-
put" (ADD-DEMAND, ADDJNPUT, SUB JNPUT, MOVEJNPUT).
The String can be accessed by using the metho.d "cont ()" of "Param-
String" which returns a String &.
Since the "typfunc" wants a "Param *" as a parameter, and the actual
functions defined by the developer will usually receive a pointer to one of
the derived classes (ParamDemand, Paramlnput or ParamString) as a pa-
rameter, when the subscription API routine is used, the second parameter
requires an explicit cast to typfunc. An example of using this routine can
be:
// prototype
Adding_process (ParamString *parst);
// Call to subscription
atl.subscribe (ADD_PROCESS, (typfunc)fcAdding_process, true);
The third parameter, upd, is optional and indicates whether an update
of the list associated to the event is required or not. Passing true to this
parameter only makes sense for events ADD JDEMAND, ADD JROCESS
and ADDJNPUT, and its effect is that the system tries to give the current
state of the list to the process by sending to it an event of this type for
each element currently in the list in the appropriate order. This allows
processes being started in the middle of an execution to subscribe to a list
and get its current state. The default value for this parameter is false. If
given as true for an event other than the three just mentioned, the system
will give a warning message.
The last parameter, d, is also optional and represents the object wrapping
the communication of the process with distr. The default value for this
parameter is the communication object each process has by default (see
the code generation in section 7.5.1).
"void atl.endsubscribe (char ev, ComunicJDistr &d);"
This routine causes the removal of the subscription of the calling process
to the given event.
The first parameter, ev, is the ATLAS event identifier, and the second, d, is
optional and represents the communication with distr (as in the routine
atl_subscribe).
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"void atl_sendJnput (Variable &var, fourbytes tm, ComunicJDistr &d);"
This routine sends an input datum to distr.
The first parameter, var, is the datum to be sent. The "Variable" type
is used by the system to pass data through the network (see also chapter
7), but the developer does not have to know this type in order to use
the routine. The automatic code generation implements the bridge type
and a casting operator from it to "Variable", so as this first parameter
the developer may pass a bridge type object and the cast will be done
automatically.
The second parameter, tm, is optional and represents the timeout value
for the input datum (see section 6.3).
Here we only remind the possible timeout values, which in case of input
data can be:
— timeout > 0 —ï the datum waits to be used until timeout seconds
have passed, if this time expires, it is removed from the list without
being used.
- timeout = 0 —ï the datum is immediate, i.e. if there is no request
waiting for this datum, it is not appended to the list but directly
removed.
- timeout = -1 —> the datum does not have timeout, it waits in the
list until it is used or the application execution finishes. This is the
default case.
The fourbytes type is an integer number always represented by 4 bytes
independently of the architecture where it is used (in SUN workstations,
for example, it is defined as an 'int').
The third parameter, d, is also optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in the routine atl_subscribe).
"int atl_send_request (String typ, String cursor, fourbytes tm, Comu-
nicJDistr &d);"
This routine sends o data input request to distr.
The first two parameters are those containing the data needed to build a
request: the first, typ, is the name of the type requested, and the second,
cursor, is the prompt message to be shown to the user for the request.
The third parameter, tm, is optional and represents the timeout value to
be given to the request. The possible timeout values for requests are (see
also section 6.3):
- timeout > 0 —» the request waits for the input datum until timeout
seconds have passed. When this time expires, the request is answered
with a null response (see section 6.3).
- timeout = 0 —» the request has to be served immediately, so if an
input datum was waiting in the list for this request it is served, but
if not the request is immediately answered with a null response.
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- timeout = -l —ï the request does not timeout, it waits in the list
until it is served or the execution ends. This is the default value.
— timeout = -2 —> a request with this timeout value is identified by
distr as a reentrant request. When this request is served with an
input datum distr automatically puts the request back in the list,
effectively producing another identical request.
The fourth parameter, d, is also optional and represents the communica-
tion with distr (as in routine atl_subscribe).
The integer returned by this routine identifies the request uniquely in the
process. This integer is incremented automatically by the library.
• "void atljsend_modifreq (String ident, Comunic_Distr &d);"
This routine asks the distr process for a re-ordering of the requests list.
It causes the request with the given identifier (ideht) to become the first
on the list to be served when an input data of the same type arrives (see
also section 6.3).
The identifier of the request (the first parameter) consists of the name of
the process which generated the request followed by a colon and the order
number of this request in that process (formatted as a decimal integer
with no leading zeros or spaces).
The second parameter, d, is optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in the routine atl-subscribe).
• "void atl_send_modifinput (int ident, ComunicJDistr &d);"
This routine sends a re-ordering request for the input data list to the distr
process. It causes the input datum with the given identifier to become the
first on the list of pending inputs (see also section 6.3).
The first parameter, ident, is the identifier of the input data to be moved
to the first place.
The second parameter, d, is optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in the routine atl_subscribe).
• "void atLaskJnput (int ident, ComunicJDistr &d);"
This routine asks for the value of the input datum identified by ident.
Since the ADDJNPUT event message does not contain the datum, the
process subscribed may want to access its value, and can ask for it using
this routine.
The second parameter, d, is optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in the routine atl_subscribe).
• "void atl_send_command ^String comm, Comunic-Distr &d);"
This routine sends a command message to distr. This message will be
sent by distr directly to the Command Subsystem in order to be inter-
preted by it.
The first parameter, comm, is the command string to be sent. It can be
anything the ATL compiler is able to accept at this point of execution (see
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also chapter 4). Other values will -of course- trigger an error message by
the compiler.
The second parameter, d, is optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in the routine atl_subscribe).
"void atl_send_error (String message, char level, ComunicJDistr &d);"
This routine sends a message to be treated by the errors management of
the system (see next paragraph). The process sends this message to distr
who treats the message as an error message of the system.
The ATLAS errors management is offered because in an ATLAS application
the error channel of a process may not be visible to the final user. It uses
a command offered by the Input Subsystem "Sortida (String miss,
String level)", handing the message to be shown to the user and also a
parameter level which selects one of three different levels of importance:
error —> level = "e", warning —> level = "w" or information mes-
sage —> level = "m". More information about this command can be
found in chapter 5.
/The two first parameters of the atl_send.error routine are those to be
sent as parameters for the Sortida command of the Input Subsystem
just mentioned.
The third parameter, d, is also optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in routine atl_subscribe).
"void atLexit (int ret, Comunic-Distr &d);"
This routine is used to end the process execution, but advising distr first
and passing to it the exit value of the process.
The first parameter, ret, is the exit value of the process. This value will
be sent to distr and next the process will exit with this value.
The second parameter, d, is also optional and represents the communica-
tion with distr (as in routine atl_subscribe).
"void atl_high_freq (int factor);"
This routine increments the interruption frequency of the SIGALRM sig-
nal by the factor given as a parameter. This will be useful to redefine
the method of the class "Comunic-Distr" managing this interruption and
allows other time-dependent processing to be supported. Although this
interruption treatment can be redefined, the heartbeat message must still
be sent at least with the same frequency as before. We can see an example
of its use in the utility process "processos" in section 9.3.1.
"int atLcomputeJactor (long microsecs);"
This routine computes the factor needed to be the parameter for the
atl_high_f req routine from the number of micro-seconds desired for the
interruption interval.
The parameter microsecs is the number of micro-seconds, and the routine
returns the increment factor needed as parameter to atl_high_f req, which
depends on the frequency the system uses.
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• "int atljsubstitute.ticket (atl.tkt idnow, atLtkt idafter, Comunic_Distr
&d);"
This routine asks for a substitution of tickets in the journal. It is used to
identify new input data as data already known by the process. See more
details of its usefulness in section 8.1.3 - Global data identification.
The two parameters are respectively the identifier to be substituted and
the substitutor.
The third parameter, d, is optional and represents the communication
with distr (as in routine atljsubscribe).
• "atLtkt atl_get_ticket (int howmany);"
This routine asks for one or more new atLtickets to the system. It is
used by a process to identify its own data with the global data identifiers
offered by the system.
The parameter howmany is optional (its value is'l by default) and it in-
dicates the number of new atLtickets the process wants to get from the
system.
The returning atl.ticket corresponds to the first of the consecutive howmany
atLtickets assigned to the process for this demand.
• "String atl.getJocal.path ();"
This routine asks for the absolute path where the process has been exe-
cuted. Since the process is executed by the server daemon it may have to
know its own directory in order to use some files with paths relative to
the installation directory.
The returning String is the absolute path for this process.
• "void atLdontreeover ();"
This routine indicates to distr that the process does not need to be re-
covered in case it or its communication with distr crashes (see also sec-
tion 8.1.3 - Process recovery}. It is used usually in the initialization of the
process.
• "void atl.checkpoint (String filename, atl.ckpcall routinename);"
This routine indicates that the process has done a checkpoint at this time
which must be recorded in the journal (see section 8.1.3 - Checkpoints).
The first parameter, filename, is the name of the file where the checkpoint
has been saved.
The second parameter, rcmtinename, is the name of the routine to be
called in case the system asks the process to recover that checkpoint. The
type used for this parameter, atl.ckpcall, is the type of the routine which
returns void and has a String as a parameter which will be the file name
where the checkpoint is saved.
There are other routines added to the library doing nothing by default,
but available as hooks that the developer can redefine them in the process
implementation to add some functionality. These routines are:
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• "void inLprocess ();"
This routine is called by the communications driver to initialize the process
(see chapter 7). By default it does nothing but the developer can redefine
it to initialize the process before the driver starts to manage messages
coming from distr. (A typical use is adding channels that the driver
should listen to).
The utility processes explained in section 9.3 can be examples of the use
of this routine.
• "void treat_before_exit ();"
This routine is called also automatically when the process driver receives
from the distr an order to finish its execution. It can be useful if the
process has to do some housekeeping of external data before exiting its
execution.
• "void treat_data (AnswerData miss);"
This routine is called when the driver receives an input data requested by
the process by using the API routine atl_send_request. The AnswerData
type is a sort of message used in ATLAS to wrap the input data answering
a request. Its interface is:
class AnsverData : public Message
{
fourbytes demnd; // dats request identifier
Variable »varbl;
void construir (String miss) ;
String Buffer ();
public:
AnsverData (char c, fourbytes 1, String miss);
AnswerData (fourbytes ident, fourbytes dem« Variable *v) ;
AnsverData (const AnsverData tad) ;
int envia.xdr (SOCK.Stream canal.com) ;
ist ewria_xdr (int canal) ;
fourbytes Demnd () •{ return demnd; }
Variable tVarbl () < return (»varbl); }
The only possibility in the current version of ATLAS for a process to man-
age an input requested by the process is in an asynchronous way. The
process does not have the possibility to stop its execution waiting to this
input datum to come. Some initial ideas about how to extend ATLAS to
allow this synchronous management have been designed and presented as
an extension in chapter 10.
"void treat-answer .data (Answerlnput miss);"
This routine is called when the driver receives a message answering to
the process question atl.ask_input. The Answerlnput type is a sort of
message similar to the AnswerData which does not have identifier of a
request since it is not produced by the matching of input data with a
request (see section 6.3).
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class Answer-Input : public Message
<
fourbytes ident; // input data identifier
Variable »varbl;
void construir (String miss);
String Buffer ();
public :
Ansuerlnput {char c, fourbytes 1, String miss);
AnswerInput (fourbytes id. Variable *v);
int envia.idr (ACE.SDCK.Stream canal.com, FILE «fstream);
fourbytes Ident 0 { return ident; }
Variable tVarbl () < return («varbl); }
9.2.1 Miscelaneous
It is also possible to add and remove a communications channel to and from
the process driver. These possibilities have been already mentioned in chapter
7 but they have not been explained yet in detail.
To add a channel to the process driver the method Add-handler of the
class "Driver" must be used. The channel must be wrapped in a class derived
from "Event-Handler" and must redefine the methods get Jd, returning the
file descriptor of the channel, and handle-input, which is called when data are
available on the channel.
The prototypes of these methods are:
int get_fd () const;
int handle_input (int fd);
void Add_handler (Event.Handler &e,
Reactor_Mask mask=Event.Handler::RWE_MASK);
An example of this can be seen in the utility process "demandes", explained
in section 9.3.2.
To remove a channel from the process driver the method RemoveJiandler
of the class "Driver" must be used. Its prototype is:
void Remove.handler (Event.Handler fee,
Reactor.Mask mask=Event.Handler::RWE_MASK);
The developer may also change the routine to treat an ATLAS event message
at any time, even if the process is already subscribed to the event. This can be
done by using the method ini.event Junction of the class "Comunic-Distr".
This method receives as parameters the event identifier and the address of the
routine to be assigned. The prototype is:
void ini_event_function (int ev, typfunc f);
There are also other routines in the API directly related to the journal edition
and translation offered by distr to be used by a Meta-journal editor. These
are explained in section 8.2.
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9.3 Utility processes
9.3.1 Process "processos"
This utility process is a clear example of the heartbeat mechanism (see chap-
ter 6). It shows the list of the active processes at any time, and a big bullet next
to each process name. This bullet changes its color (from green through white to
red) while time is passing and changes to the initial color when the process sends
a heartbeat message to distr. This utility is useful to know which processes are
working well in the application (a snapshot can be seen in figure 9.3).
¡PROCESSOS EN EXE
Figure 9.3: Snapshot of the "processos" utility process
The code of this utility process can be used as an example to see how the
frequency of the SIGALRM interruption can be increased by deriving a class
from "Comunic-Distr". Note how the original routine is called at the appro-
priate times (Comunic-Distr: :handle_signal()) to keep sending the heartbeat
messages at the correct rate.
To the file processos.h we add the class deriving of "Comunic.Distr":
class Prove : public Comunic_Distr
<
int compt;
public :
Prov« (int id): Comunic.Di»tr(fd) { compt - 0; }
int handle.signal (int signujn) {
NevStatus ();
if (compt++ «» atl_comput«_factor (200000))
{ compt » 0;
return (Comunic^Distr: :handle_signal(signum)) ; }
else return 0;
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where NewStatus () is the treatment to be done each time the SIGALRM
interrupts.
The initialization of the process then has to increase the frequency of the
signal interruption:
void initiate () // routine called by the "main" procedure in the ATL module
<
// Asking for the subscription to the required ATLAS events
atl.subscribe (ADD.PROCESS, (typfunc)lafegir_proces, true);
atl.subscribe (SUB.PROCESS, (typf une) teliminar .procès) ;
atl.subscribe (IHALIVE. (typfunc)tproces.viu) ;
// Increasing the frequency of the SIGALRH interruption indicating
// it must interrupt each 0.2 seconds (200000 microseconds)
atl.high.freq (atl.compute.f actor (200000));
Since we changed the class of the communication with distr, the automat-
ically generated code must recognize this change. This can be done by defin-
ing the preprocessor symbol COMUNIC.DISTR with the name of the new class
at compilation time (i.e. we need the flag "-DCOMUNICJ>ISTR=Prove" in the
compilation command). If this preprocessor symbol is not defined in the com-
pilation command, the generated code will use the "Comunic-Distr" class for
this communication as usual (see the generated code in section 7.5.1).
9.3.2 Process "demandes"
The "demandes" process is a tool to complement the ATLAS functionalities. This
process shows in a window the list of requests waiting in distr to be served by
input data. It also allows to re-order these requests, choose the method to use
to input the data of a given type and to associate input methods to the type of
this datum.
To explain it with an example, if we have a type Point, which is a 3D point
used to select vertices of a tridimensional model, it could be interesting to have
different possibilities to input this Point. For example:
• The point can be input by pushing the mouse button in a pixel of the
window in the screen where the data we want to select are drawn. This
pixel will be translated to a 3D point to be identified with the vertex we
want to select.
• The point can be input as a set of three real numbers describing respec-
tively the coordinates x, y and z of the desired vertex.
Having the two possibilities', the user can choose the way to introduce the
point when the application needs this point as an input data from the user. It
is then a very useful utility specially for interactive graphics applications.
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The user point of view
The process shows (as we already said) the list of requests that ATLAS has in
its internal structure at any time. To achieve this, the process is subscribed to
the events of add, remove and re-order requests, so the process will be notified
when this ATLAS events are produced.
The possibilities for the user are:
• If the requested type does not have any special input methods, the pro-
grammer must have designed-in some process that will eventually produce
this input. This is the most common case for data of basic types (produced
by se).
• If the request type has different ways to input data associated, the request
appears with an arrow at the end which indicates that there is a sub-menu
in order to be able to select one of the ways to input the datum.
• It is also possible to have a default input option which will be activated
automatically when the request is produced. This can be changed later
for one input by asking for a substitution of the command automatically
started by default (see chapter 10).
The use is always based on pushing the different buttons of the mouse. With
the right one we just re-order the list, putting the one clicked upon at the top
of the list. With the left one we can open the sub-menu if it exists and choose
the preferred method to input this datum (see figure 9.4).
Demandes pendents
Alternative inout
amb tres enters
prova::Punt3D : Punt3D = ? -
Figure 9.4: Windows with the information of the requests list and the different
ways to input a PuntSD.
The developer point of view
In order to be able to add alternative input methods to be associated to a data
type, the process offers three exported commands defined in the ATL module:
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• PROCEDURE Add-InputJiethod (string type, string proc, string
text, boolean default)
This command adds a new way to input data of type type, proc is the
command associated to this method (the string is exactly the command
to be executed), the text to appear in the sub-menu item, text and a flag
indicating if this method must become the default one or not.
t PROCEDURE Delete_Input-Method (string type, string proc)
This command removes the existing command proc associated to the type
type as a possible way to input this type of data.
• PROCEDURE ChgDflt_Input_Method (string type, string proc,
string text)
This command changes the default input method for type type. If proc
did not exist it is added.
As an example of an added channel
This process can also be an example of how the developer can add a new
channel to the process communications driver. In this case the channel is the
XConnectionNumber that connects the process to the window manager (in order
to listen to events of the X window).
It defines a derived class of "Event-Handler" in order to add this handler to
the driver:
^include "ComunicXevent .H"
«include "Driver.H"
extern Driver driv;
Conmnic.Xevent eventiin;
void ini.process ()
{
// Inicialitza el menu.
ini.menu ();
// Demanda de subscripció als events que requereix
atl.subscribe (ADD.DEMAND, (tvpíunc)taíegir.opcio, true);
at!.subscribe (SUBJ5EMAND, (typiunc)teliminar_opcio);
atl.subscribe (KOVE.DEMAND, (typiunc)tmodiiica.opcions);
int X.cn - XConnectionNumber (menu->ObtDisplay())¡
eventiin.set.id(X.cn);
driv.Add handler(eventiin)¡
}
where the prototypes associated to the functions are:
void af egir_opcio (ParamDemand *dem);
void eliminar.opcio (ParamString *opc);
void modifica.opcio (ParamString *opc);
and the handler of ComunicJCevent is:
class Comunic.Xevent : public Event.Handler
{
int filedesc;
public :
Comunic.Xevent () 0
Comunic.Xevent (int id) : iiledesc(id) {}
void set.fd (int id) < iiledesc » id; >
int get.fd () const < return iiledesc; }
int handle.input (int id) { TractarEvent (); return 0; }
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9.3.3 Process "entrades"
The "entrades" process is a tool for the final user. It shows the input data
list kept in distr with input data which are still not used. It also allows to
re-order the list as in the "demandes" process (subsection 9.3.2), to eliminate an
input datum from the list and also to ask for the contents of the input datum
independently of its type (except for unknown types -see section 4.1.3).
The removing possibility gives the user the possibility of removing a datum
introduced by mistake.
Using it
The process shows (as we already said) the list of input data that ATLAS has in
its internal structure at any time. To achieve this the process is subscribed to
the events of add, remove and re-order input data, so the process will be notified
when this ATLAS events are produced. The process stores the identifier of the
data and writes in the window its type name. Figure 9.5 shows a snapshot of
the process.
Figure 9.5: Snapshot of the process "entrades".
The use is always based on pushing the different buttons of the mouse. With
the right one we just re-order the list, putting the one clicked upon at the top
of the list. With the middle button the data is removed from the list. With
the left button we ask to see the contents of this datum, it will open a window
with hypertext and the user can go through the different fields or elements in
structures or vectors.
Interpreting the contents
When the contents of an input datum are shown and it is of a basic type (integer,
real, boolean, string or any re-definition of them) the information shown will be
the name of the type and the value of the datum (see figure 9.6(a)).
When the datum is a vector (seen in figure 9.6(b)) it shows the positions
of the vector as buttons that can be clicked to open another window with the
contents of the corresponding element.
And finally when the datum is a structure (seen in figure 9.6(c)) it shows
the name of the fields in the structure as buttons that can be clicked like the
vector elements.
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type integer: value-345
Ok
(a) Window with the contents of an integer input datum.
VECTOR
Ok
(b) Window with the contents of a vector input datum.
STRUCT :
Field: px
Field: py [
Field: pz I
Ok
(c) Window with the contents of a structure input datum.
Figure 9.6: Windows showing different input data contents.
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9.4 A toy example
In this section we describe a complete example application which shows some
aspects of the use of ATLAS. It is not meant to be useful or relevant, but
complete and simple enough to grasp it as a whole, hence the adjective "toy".
9.4.1 Description of the esferes application
The esferes application is an example of an ATLAS application. It allows the
user to create, remove, move, etc. spheres of different sizes and colors in a
graphical 3D window. A snapshot of the execution of the application is shown
in figure 9.7.
The example consists of only one user process and uses the functionalities
offered by other utility processes in ATLAS, like the demandes process.
Figure 9.7: Snapshot of the esferes toy application.
9.4.2 Tiny user manual
The application, when started, creates a graphical 3D window and adds a de-
fault sphere in it. The default window's size is fixed (600x600 pixels) and it
shows the part of the 3D world contained in the parallelepiped with vertices
PMin=(-20,-20,-30) and PMax=(20,20,29). The user is located in the position
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(0,0,30) and he looks at the coordinate origin (0,0,0) which will be at the center
of the graphical window. The default sphere drawn in the starting command is
centered in the origin with radius 1 and color RGB=(0.5,0.5,1).
The description (in a nutshell) of the user commands is:
• To add a sphere to the world the user has three commands: Add O which
will ask for the necessary input data to create the sphere (center point,
radius and color); AddDef aultO which directly creates the default sphere
described above; and AddCenterRad(real ex, real cy, real cz, real
rad) which creates a sphere centered in (ex,cy.cz) with radius rad and
the default color.
• To remove a sphere from the world the command offered is Remo ve ()
which will ask for a selected point in the window indicating which sphere
to remove.
• To change the color of an already created sphere, there are two commands:
ChangeColor () which will ask both the sphere to which to change the color
and the new color for it; and ChangeToColor (real r, real g, real b)
which will ask only for the sphere and will change its color to the (r ,g,b)
color.
• To move a sphere the command MoveQ will ask for the sphere to move
and also for the new position of its center.
• Finally there is the command Distance() which given two spheres (se-
lected as before) calculates the distance between them, giving both the
distance between centers and the distance between surfaces. The second
one can be negative, meaning the two spheres intersect.
When the application asks for a point or a color as input data it offers two
ways to input them: by entering the corresponding textual coordinates or by
selecting on the window. The selection on the window for a point gives as a
result the corresponding 3D point with the Z component set to zero, and the
selection for a color gives as a result the color of the sphere selected.
9.4.3 Technical documentation and code
The interface
The interface of the application is given by the ATL module. In this module the
external routines and the exported types needed by these routines are declared.
In this example the exported types are: Sphere, ColorRGB and Point. Lines
3-30 of the esferes. atl code fisted below are the interface declaration of the
application.
Other aspects to be emphasized of this code are:
• The control is given to the se process (the ATLAS input subsystem -see
chapter 5) to manage the button press events over the X-window created
by the process (lines 141-145).
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• The use of the Add_Input.Method procedure of the demandes module in
order to offer more than one way to input data of types Point or ColorRGB
(lines 146-153). The commands to be called when these different input
methods are selected are defined in lines 110-137.
• The use of mathematical functions in the ATL module allowing to make
some easy computations in the module itself (the Distance () command
for example, lines 101-105).
• And also the possibility of providing input data from the Command Sub-
system itself (lines 114, 122, 128 and 136).
esferes.alt
I USE se, demandes;
2
3 // Type definitions
4 »deftype ::esferes_Button_pressed_event se:: Button.pressed.event ;
5
6 EXPORT «deftype Point STRUCT
7 pi -> real;
8 ' py -> real;
9 pz -> real;
10 ENDSTRUCT;
II EXPORT »deftype ColorRGB STRUCT
12 r -> real;
13 g -> real;
14 b -> real;
15 ENDSTRUCT;
16 EXPORT fdeftype Sphere STRUCT
17 center -> Point;
18 rad -> real;
19 color -> ColorRGB;
20 ENDSTRUCT;
21
22 PROT
23 EXTERN FUNCTION GetUindowId () RETURNS integer;
24 EXTERN PROCEDURE AddSphere (Sphere »ph>;
25 EXTERN FUNCTION GetColor <: :esferes_Button_pressed_event ev) RETURNS ColorRGB;
26 EXTERN FUNCTION GetPoint (::esfer«s_Button_pressed_event ev) RETURNS Point;
27 EXTERN PROCEDURE RemoveSphere (::esferes_Button_pressed_event ev);
28 EXTERN FUNCTION GetSphere (::esferes_Button_pressed_event ev) RETURNS Sphere;
29 EXTERN PROCEDURE ChangeColorSphere (::esferes_Button_pressed_event er, ColorRGB c);
30 ENDPROT
31
32 // Local function
33 FUNCTION GetDataSphere {) RETURNS Sphere IS
34 Sphere sph;
35 sph.center » GETDATA ("Center point values");
36 sph.rad « GETDATA ("Radius value");
37 sph.color • GETDATA ("Color values");
38 RETURN sph;
39 ENDFUNCTION
40
41 // Exported commands
42 EXPORT PROCEDURE Add () IS
43 Sphere sph;
44 sph-GetDataSphere O ;
45 AddSphere (sph);
46 ENDPROCEDURE
47
48 EXPORT PROCEDURE AddDefault O IS
49 Sphere sph;
50 sph.center.px « 0; sph.center,py « 0; sph.center.pz « 0;
51 sph.rad * i;
52 sph.color.r » .5; sph.color.g - .S; sph.color.b " 1;
53 AddSphere (sph);
54 ENDPROCEDURE
55
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56 EXPORT PROCEDURE AddCenterRad (real ex. real cy, real cz, real r) IS
57 Sphere sph;
58 sph.cent«r.pi » ex;
59 sph.center.py * cy;
60 sph.center.pz * cz;
61 sph.rad*r;
62 sph.color.r « .5; sph.color.g E .5; sph.color.b * 1;
63 AddSphere (sph);
64 EHDPROCEDURE
65
66 EXPORT PROCEDURE Remove () IS
67 esferes.Button.pressed.event bp;
68 bp - CETDATAC'Select the sphere") i
69 RemoveSphere (bp);
70 EHDPROCEDURE
71
72 EXPORT PROCEDURE ChangeColor O IS
73 ChangeColorSphere (OETDATA ("Select the sphere to change color"),
74 CETDATA ("Hew color value»"));
75 EHDPROCEDURE
76
77 EXPORT PROCEDURE ChangeToColor (real r. real g, real b) IS -
78 ColorRGB col;
79 col.r * r; col.g * g; col.b * b;
80 ChangeColorSphere (GETDATA ("Select the sphere to change color"), col);
81 ENDPROCEDURE
82
83 EXPORT PROCEDURE Hove () IS
84 Sphere sph;
85 esferes_Button_pressed_event bp;
86 Point neucenter;
87 bp - GETDATA ("Select the sphere to move");
88 sph - GetSphere (bp);
89 newcenter » GETDATA ("New center for the sphere");
90 sph.center.pz * newcenter.px;
91 sph.center.py * newcenter.py;
92 RemoveSphere (bp);
93 AddSphere (sph);
94 ENDPROCEDURE
95
96 EXPORT PROCEDURE Distance O IS
97 Sphere sphl, sph2;
98 esferes_Button_pressed_event bpl, bp2;
99 sphl « GetSphera (GETDATA ("Select the first sphere"»;
100 sph2 - GetSphere (GETDATA ("Select the second sphere"));
101 real dcent, dsurf;
102 dcent " sqrt(fobs((sphl.center.px-sph2.center.pi)«(sphl.center.px-sph2.center.px)
103 +(sphl.center.py-sph2.center.py)*(sphl.center.py-sph2,center.py)
104 +(sphl.center.pz-sph2.center.pz)*(§phl.center.pz-sph2.center.pz)));
105 dsurf « dcent - sphl.rad - sph2.rad;
106 PRIHT ("Distance between centers • if", dcent);
107 PRIHT (»Distance between surfaces « Xf", dsurf);
108 ENDPROCEDURE
109
110 // Commands to input structured data (Point and Color)
111 EXPORT PROCEDURE ScreenSelectPoint () IS
112 Point p;
113 p • GetPoint (GETDATAC'Select a point"));
114 atl.send.input (p);
115 ENDPROCEDURE
116
117 EXPORT PROCEDURE PointCoords O IS
118 Point p;
119 P-px « GETDATA ("X coordinate")^
120 p.py - GETDATA ("Y coordinate");
121 p.pz - GETDATA ("Z coordinate");
122 atl.send.input (p);
123 ENDPROCEDURE
124
125 EXPORT PROCEDURE ScreenSelectColor () IS
126 ColorRGB col;
127 col - GetColor (GETDATAC'Select the color"));
128 atl.send.input (col);
129 EHDPROCEDURE
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131 EXPORT PROCEDURE ColorCoords {) IS
132 ColorRGB c;
133 c.r - GETDATA ("Red value");
134 c.g * GETDATA ("Green value");
135 c.b « GETDATA ("Blue value");
136 atl_send_input (c);
137 EHDPROCEDURE
138
139 PROCEDURE main {) IS
140 integer win, i;
141 win - GetWindowId () ;
142 i » se::X_Control ("a",»in,"ButtonPressMask","esferes");
143 IF (i<0) THEN
144 se::Sortida ("Error: Cannot manage the XEvents over that window","e");
145 ENDIF;
146 demandes : :Add_Inptit_Method ("esferes::Point","esferes::ScreenSelectPoint ();",
147 "Point selection",falso);
148 demandes ::Add_Input_Method ("esferes::Point","esferes::PointCoords ();",
149 "Textual coordinates input",false);
150 demandes::Add_Input.Method ("esferes::ColorRGB","esferes::ScreenSelectColor ( ) ;"
151 "Color selection",faise);
152 demandes::Add.Input_Method ("esferes::ColorRGB","esferes::ColorCoords O;",
153 "Textual color coordinates input",false);
154 AddDefault ();
155 ENDPROCEDURE
The automatically generated code
The automatically generated code for this example (produced from the pre-
vious .atl file) is in the permanent files atl.esferes.H, stub.esferes.H and
atl_esf eres. C; and in the temporary files .stubXXX. C, all of them listed below.
For more information on this subject see also chapter 7.
atl.esferes.H
1 «ifndef „ATL.esferesH..
2 tdefine „ATL.esferesH..
3 finclude "Variable.H"
4 »include "atl.se.H"
5 finclude "atl demandes.H"
6
7 typedef atl Button pressed.event atl.esferes.Button pressed.event;
8
9 namespace esferes {
10 struct »tl.Point {float px; float py; float pz;
11 atl.PointO <}
12 atl.Point(Variable tv) {
13 if (v.Arbre()--NULL) atl.exit(-l); // Invalid variable
14 px » ((nodereal *)(«(v.ArbreO)).accedir(0))->Getvalor();
15 py - ((nodereal «) («(v.ArbreO)) .accedir(l))->Getvalor() ;
16 pz - ((nodereal «) («(v.ArbreO)) .accedir(2))->Getvalor() ;
17 }
18 operator Variabl.O {
19 Type t("esferes::Point","S(px real.py real.pz real)");
20 Variable v(t,"");
21 v.crea.arbreO;
22 *((*(v.Arbre())).accedir(0)) • px;
23 *((*(v.Arbre())).accedir(l)) - py;
24 «((«(v.ArbreO)).accedir«)) - pz;
25 return (v) ;
26 }
27 };
28 }
29
30 namespace esferes {
31 struct atl.ColorRGB {float r; float g; float b;
32 atl.ColorRGBO {}
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33 atl_ColorRGB(Variable ftv) {
34 if (v. Arbre O «HÜLL) atl.exit(-l); // Invalid variable
35 r • «nodereal *)(*(v.Arbre()}>.accedir(0))->GetvalorO ;
36 g - ((nodereal *) («(v.ArbreO)) .accedir(l))->Getïalor() ;
37 b - ((nodereal *)(*(v.Arbre())).accedir(2))->Getvalor();
38 }
39 operator Variable O <
40 Type t("esferes::ColorRGB","S(r real,g real,b real)");
41 Variable v(t,"»);
42 v.crea.arbreO;
43 *((*(v.Arbre())).accedir(0)) = r;
44 *((*(v.Arbreu».accedir(l)) - g;
45 »((*(v.Arbre())).accedir(2)) - b ;
46 return (v) ¡
47 }
48 };
49 }
50
51 namespace esferes {
52 struct atl.Sphere {atl.Point center; float rad; atl.ColorRGB color;
53 atl.SphereO <}
54 atl.Sphere(Variable tv) <
55 if (v.Arbre()=»NULL) atl.exit(-l); // Invàlid variable
56 {Variable v2("S(pi real.py real.pz real)",11"); v2.crea_arbre();
57 *(v2.Arbre())-«((*(v.Arbre())).accedir(0));atl_Point tpaux(v2);center«tpaux;}
58 rad • ((nodereal «) (»(v.ArbreO)) .accedir(l))->Getvalor() ;
59 {Variable v2("S(r real,g real,b real)",""); v2.crea_arbre()¡
60 »(v2.Arbre())«*((«(v.Arbre())).accedir(2));atl_ColorRGB tpaujc(v2) ;color=tpaux;}
61 }
62 operator Variable O {
63 Type tC'esferes:¡Sphere","S(center S(pi real.py real.pz real),rad real,
64 color S (r real,g real,b real))");
65 Variable v(t,"");
66 v.crea.arbre O ;
67 »((»(v.ArbreO)).accedir«») = «(((Variable) center).ArbreO);
68 «((»(v.ArbreO)).accedir(D) « rad;
69 »((»(v.ArbreO)).accedir«)) - »(((Variable) color) .Arbre ()) ;
70 return (v);
71 }
72 };
73 }
74
75 using esferes::atI.Point;
76 using esferes:iati .ColorRGB;
77 using esferes:rati Sphere;
78
79 »endif
stub.esferes.H
I «include "iodades.H"
2
3 fifndef NOHEADER
4 «include "esferes.h"
5 «endif
6
7 void AddSphere(const nopar ft);
8 io<ColorRGB> GetColorCconst nopar ft);
9 io<Point> GetPoint(const nopar t);
10 void RemoveSphere(const nopar ft);
II io<Sphere> GetSphere(const nopar ft);
12 void ChangeColorSphere(const nopar ft,const nopar ft);
13 void ChangeColorSphere(const nopar "ft,const io<ColorRGB> ft);
14 void ChangeColorSphere(const io<esferes.Button.pressed.ovent> ft,const nopar ft);
atl_esferes.C
1 «pragma implementation "taula.h"
2 «pragma implementation "Kap.h"
3 «pragma implementation "VHMap.h"
4
5 «include "globals.H"
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6 finclude "ComunicDiatr.H"
7 tinclude "Driver.H"
8 »include "String.h"
9 »include "gestio_crides.H"
10 »include "Variable.H"
11 »include ''Dltist.h"
12 »include "iodades.H"
13
14 »ifndef COMOSIC.DISTR
15 »define COHUNIC.DISTR Comunic.Distr
16 »endif
17 «include "inc.atlas.H"
18
19 String nomprogram;
20 gestio_crida_a_rutina gestor_crides_ext;
21
22 ftinelude "stub esferes.H"
23
24 »ifndef NOHEADER
25 »include "esferes.h"
26 »endif
27 »include "atl esferes.H"
28
29 COfflJNIC.DISTR distrib(CANAL_COMUHIC_DISTR};
30 Driver driv(distrib);
31
32 void aux_GetWindouId(const String t codi,const DLList<Variable *> ¿paràmetres) {
33 io„abstract *res;
34 ressneu io<long int>(GetWindowId());
35 atl.tkt ticketaux=res->Ticket();
36 if (res->ContainsdataO) í
37 long int restp;
38 restp»((io<long int> «)res)->Dades();
39 Variable «vr=new Variable(restp);
40 vr->AddTicket(ticketaux);
41 ReturnValue «rvnew ReturnValue(codi,vr) ;
42 distrib.envia(rv);
43 }
44 else <
45 Variable *vr*nes Variable(ticketaui);
46 Returnïaloe *rv«new ReturnValue(codi,vr);
47 distrib.envia(rv);
48 >
49 delete res;
50 }
51
52 void auz.AddSphere(const String t codi,const DLLisKVariable *> ^ paramètres) {
53 Fix p=parametres.first();
54 char indexpar'O;
55 atl.tkt ticketaux;
56 ticketaux«parametres(p)->Ticket();
57 io.abstract «ioparO;
58 if (parametres(p>->Gettype().Oettip{)!«"atl.ticket") <
59 atl.Sphere ptpO(»(parametres(p)));
60 Sphere parO(ptpO);
61 ioparO'new io<Sphere>(parO,ticketaux);
62 indexpar*Cindexpar«l) ; indexpar*»! ;
63 >
64 else {
65 ioparO*netf io_base(ticketaux);
66 indexpar*(indexpar«l);
67 }
68 paràmetres. next (p) ;
69 switch (indexpar) {
70 case 0: AddSphere(*((io.base *)ioparO»;
71 break;
72 case 1: AddSphera(*((io<Sphere> *)ioparO)};
73 break;
74 >
75 Returnïoid »rv«n«w Returnïoid(codi) ;
76 distrlb.envia(rv);
77 delete ioparO;
78 >
79
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80 void aax_GetColor(const String t codi,const DLList<Yariable *> ¿paramètres) {
81 Fix p»parametres.first();
82 char indexpar*0;
83 atl.tkt ticketaux;
84 ticketaux=parametres(p)->Ticket();
85 io.abstract *ioparO;
86 if (parametrea(p)->GettvpeO.GettipO!-"atl_ticket") {
87 atl.esferea_Button_pressed_event ptpO(»(parametres(p)));
88 esferes_Button_pressed_event parO(ptpO);
89 ioparO=new io<esferes_Button_pressed.event><parO,ticketaux);
90 indexpar» (indexpar«!) ; indexpar-f-1 ;
91 }
92 else <
93 ioparO=new io.base(ticketaux);
94 indexpar» (indexpar«!);
95 }
96 paramètres.next(p);
97 io.abstract »res;
98 switch (indexpar) {
99 case 0: rea=nev io<ColorRGB>(GetColor(*((io_base »JioparO)));
100 break;
101 case 1: res=new io<ColorRGB>(GetColor(*((io<esferes_Button.pressed_event> OioparO))};
102 break;
103 }
104 ticketaux=res->Ticket();
105 if <res->Contaimsdata()) <
106 atl.ColorROB restp;
107 restp="((io<ColorRGB> *)res)->Dades() .conversio.a_tipus_pont(>;
108 Variable *vr=new Variable(restp);
109 vr->AddTicket(ticketaux);
110 ReturnValu« «rv=new ReturnValueCcodi.vr) ;
111 distrib.envia(rv);
112 }
113 «Ise {
114 Variable «Trinen Variable(ticketaux);
115 RetornValue *rv=new ReturnValue(codi,vr);
116 distrib.envia(rT);
117 }
118 delete ioparO;
119 delete res;
120 }
121
122 void aux.GetPoint(const String t codi,const DLList<Variable «> ¿paramètres) {
123 Pix p=parametres.firstO;
124 char indexpar*0;
125 atl.tkt ticketaux;
126 ticketaux-parametres(p)->Ticket();
127 io.abstract «ioparO;
128 if (parametres(p)->Gettype().Gettip{)!-"atl.ticket") {
129 atl.esferei.Button.pressed.event ptpO(*(parametres(p))) ;
130 esferes.Button.pressed.event parO(ptpO);
131 ioparQ*neu io<esferes_Button_preased_event>(parO,ticketaux);
132 indexpar*(indexpar«i) ; indexpar-*-*!;
133 }
134 else <
135 ioparO'neu io.baso(ticketaux);
136 indexpar*(indexpar«l) ;
137 }
138 paramètres.next(p);
139 io.abstract «res;
140 switch (indexpar) <
141 case 0: res-new io<Point>(OetPoint(»((io base *)ioparO)));
142 break;
143 case 1: res'neu io<Point>(GetPoint(*((io<esferes_Button_pressed_event> *)ioparO)));
144 break;
145 }
146 ticketaux-res->Ticket(>;
147 if (res->Containsdata()) {
148 atl.Point restp;
149 restp«((io<Point> »)res)->Dades().conversio.a.tipus.pont()!
150 Variable *vr>new Variable(restp);
151 vr->AddTicket(ticketaux);
152 ReturnValu« *rvnew ReturnValue(codi,vr) ;
153 distrib.envia(rv);
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154 }
155 else <
156 Variable *vr«ne« Variable(ticketaux);
157 ReturnValue *rv«new ReturnValue(codi,vr);
158 distrib.envia(rir);
159 }
160 delete ioparO;
161 delete rea;
162 }
163
164 void aux.RemoveSphere(const String t codi,const DLList<Variable *> ^ paramètres) {
165 Fix p«parametres.first();
166 char indexpar"0;
167 atl.tkt ticketaux;
168 ticketaux«paranietras(p)->TicketO;
169 io.abstract «ioparO;
170 if (parametres(p)->Gettype().Gettip()!="atl_ticket") {
171 atl_esferes_Button_pressedwevent ptpO(*(parajaetrea(p)));
172 esferes.Button.pressed.event parO(ptpO);
173 ioparO^new io<esferes_Button_pressed_event>(parO,ticketaux);
174 indeipar=(indeipar«l) ; indexpar+=i;
175 }
176 else <
177 ioparO«neu io.base(ticketaux);
178 indexpar»(indexpar«l);
179 , }
180 paramètres.next(p);
181 »witch (indexpar) <
182 case 0: RemoveSphere(*((io.base *)ioparO));
183 break;
184 case 1: RemoïeSphere(«((io<esferes_Button pressed_event> *)ioparO» ;
185 break;
186 }
187 ReturnVoid »rv-new ReturnVoidCcodi);
188 distrib.envia(rv);
189 delete ioparO;
190 }
191
192 void aui.CetSphere(const String t codi,const DLList<Variable «> ^paramètres) <
193 Fix p·parametres.f irstO ;
194 char iadexpar«0;
195 atl.tkt ticketaux;
196 ticketaux-paraaetres(p)->Tick«t{);
197 io.abstract «ioparO;
198 if (parametres(p)->Gettype().GettipO!-"atl_ticket") {
199 atl.esferes.Button.pressed.event ptpO(*(parametres(p») ;
200 esferes_Button_pressed_event parO(ptpO);
201 ioparO«new io<esferes_Batto&_pressed_e7ent>(parOlticketaux);
202 indexpar-Cindexpar«!); indexpar-»-!;
203 }
204 else <
205 ioparOnev io.base(ticketaux) ;
206 indexpar-(indexpar«l);
207 }
208 paramètres,next(p);
209 io.abstract «res;
210 switch (indexpar) {
211 case 0: res*neu io<Sphere>(GetSphere(*((io.base *)ioparO)));
212 break;
213 case 1: res'new io<Sphere>(GetSphere(*((io<esferes_Button.pressed.event> »)ioparO)));
214 break;
215 }
216 tickataux»res->Ticket<>;
217 if (res->Containsdata()) {
218 atl.Sphere restp;
219 restp»((io<Sphere> *)res)->Dades{).conversio.a.tipus.pontO;
220 Variable «vr-new Variable(restp);
221 vr->AddTicket<ticketaux);
222 ReturnValue »rv-neu ReturnValue(codi,vr);
223 distrib.envia(rv);
224 }
225 else <
226 Variable «ïr-nes Variable(ticketaux);
227 ReturnValue »rv«ne« ReturnValue(codi,vr);
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228 distrib.emria(rir);
229 }
230 delete ioparO;
231 delete res;
232 }
233
234 void aux.ChangeColorSphere(const String t codi,const DLList<Variable »> ¿paramètres) <
235 Fix p'parametres.firstO;
236 char indexpar'Oj
237 atl.tkt ticketaax;
238 ticketaux=paranetres(p)->TicketO;
239 io.abstract «ioparO;
240 if (parametre8Cp)->GettypeO.GettipO!*"atl_ticket") í
241 atl_esfere»_Button_pressed_event ptpO(»(parametres(p)>);
242 esferes_Button_pressed_event parO(ptpO);
243 ioparO*new io<esferes_Button.pressed.event>(parO,ticketaux);
244 indexpar-(indexpar«l); indexpar+'l;
245 >
246 else <
247 ioparO«new io.base(ticketaux);
248 indexpar«(indexpar«l);
249 }
250 paramètres.next(p);
251 ticketaux«parametres(p)->Ticket();
252 io.abstract «ioparl;
253 if <paraiaetres(p>->GettypeO.Gettip()!="atl.ticket") {
254 atl.ColorRCB ptpl(•(paramètres(p)));
255 ColorRGB parl(ptpl);
256 ioparl'new io<ColorRGB>(parl,ticketaux);
257 indexpar»(indexpar«l); indexpar+=l;
258 >
259 else <
260 ioparl'new io.base(ticketaux)¡
261 indexpar-(indexpar«l);
262 >
263 paramètres.next(p) ;
264 switch (indexpar) <
265 case 0: ChangeColorSphere(*((io base *)ioparO),*C(io.base *)ioparl));
266 break;
267 case 1: ChangeColorSphere(*((io.base *)ioparO),*((io<ColorRGB> *)ioparl));
268 break;
269 case 2: ChangeColorSphere(*((io<esferes_Button_pressed.event> *)ioparO),»((io.base «)ioparl));
270 break;
271 case 3: ChangeColorSpher«(*((io<esferes,B«tton.pr«ssed.eTent> *)ioparO),««io<ColorRGB> *)ioparl));
272 break;
273 }
274 ReturnVoid «rv«new ReturnVoid(codi);
275 distrib.envia(rv);
276 delete ioparO;
277 delete ioparl;
278 }
279
280 void ini.per.cridesO <
281 geator.crides.ext.lligar_nom_crida("GetWindowId",laux_GetWindowId);
282 gestor_crides_ext.lligar,non!_crida("AddSphere",laux_AddSphere);
283 gestor_crides_ext.lligar_nom.crida("GetColor",taux_GetColor);
284 gestor.crides.ext.lligar,nom.crida("GetPoint",laux_GetPoint);
285 gestor_crides_ext.lligar_nom_crida("RemoveSphere",taux_RemoveSphere);
286 gestor_crides.ext.lligar_nom_crida("GetSphere",taux_GetSphere);
287 gestor.crides.ext.lligar.noD.crida("ChangeColorSphere",taux_ChangeColorSphere);
288 >
289
290 void maindnt arge,char **argv) <
291 nomprogram«argvt03 ;
292 distrib.initialize(argv[l]);
293 ini.per.cridesO;
294 driv.set.name.program(nomprogram);
295 ini.processO;
296 dri».Dispatch{);
297 close(CAMAL.COMOMIC.DISTR);
298 exit(O);
299 }
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_stub04110baa.C
1 »include "iodades.H"
2 »inelude "inc.atlas.H"
3 »include "esferes.h"
4
5 void AddSphere(const nopar ft) {
6 atl.send.errorO'A stub routine has been called",*e*);
_stub04110caa.C
1 »include "iodades.H"
2 »include "inc.atlas.H"
3 «include "esferes.h"
4
5 io<ColorRGB> GetColor(const nopar ft) <
6 atl_send_error("A stub routine has been called",'e')¡
7 io<ColorRGB> rat;
8 return ret;
9 }
_stub04110daa.C
1 »include "iodades.H"
2 »include "inc.atlas.H"
3 »include "esferes.h"
4
5 io<Point> GetPoint(const nopar ft) {
6 atl_send_error("A stub routine has been called",*e')»
7 io<Point> ret;
8 return ret;
9 }
_stub04110eaa.C
1 »include "iodades.H"
2 »include "inc.atlas.H"
3 »include "esferes.h"
4
5 void RemoveSphere(const nopar t) {
6 atl_send.error("A stub routine aas been called",'e')J
7 }
-stub04110faa.C
1 »include "iodades.H"
2 »include "inc.atlas.H"
3 »include "esferes.h"
4
5 io<Sphere> GetSphere (const sopar è) {
6 atl.send.errorO'A stub routine has been called",'e');
7 io<Sphere> ret;
8 return ret;
9 }
_stub04110gaa.C
1 »include "iodades.H"
2 »include "inc.atlas.H"
3 »include "esferes.h"
4
5 void ChangeColorSphere(const nopar ft,const nopar ti {
6 atl send errorC'A stub routine has been called",'e1);
7 }
8
9 void ChangeColorSphere(const nopar ft,const io<ColorRGB> ft) {
10 atl.s«nd_error("A stub routine has been called",'e');
11 >
12
13 void ChangeColorSphere(const io<esferes.Button_pressed.event> ft,const nopar ft) {
14 atl send errorC'A stub routine has been called",^');
15 }
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The script file that compiles the temporary files and produces the library
to be linked with the rest of the process' components is also automatically
generated (see also section 7.5.1). In this example, the script generated is the
following:
»!/bin/sh
ATLAS'/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/Atlas/;
export ATLAS;
ACE«/homes/hsof tsol2/Atlas/ACE-4.4/ACE_wrappers/build-Linux ;
export ACE;
echo 'Compiling stub files...'
g++ -I$ATLAS/include -MATLAS/include/suport -I$ACE/ -I$ACE/ace -c \
-I/usr/usuaris/aig/mfairen/cactus/mesa/Mesa-S.0/include \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mf airen/vonsai/proves/esf eres/_stub04110baa.C \
-o /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/.stub04110baa,o
rm /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110baavC
g++ -ISATLAS/include -I$ATLAS/include/«uport -I$ACE/ -I$ACE/ace -c \
-I/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/cactus/mesa/Mesa-3.0/include \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/.stub04110caa.C \
-o /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110caa.o
rm /usr/usuaris/sig/Bf airen/vonsai/proves/esf eres/.stub04110caa. C
g++ -I$ATLAS/inelude -ISATLAS/include/suport -IÍACE/ -I$ACE/ace -c \
-I/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/cactus/mesa/Hesa-3.0/include \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110daa.C \
-o /usr/usuaris/sig/mf airen/vonsai/proves/esf eres/.stub04110daa.o
rm /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/Tonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110daa.C
g++ -IIATLAS/include -lÏATLAS/include/suport -I$ACE/ -I$ACE/ace -c \
-I/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/cactus/ssesa/Mesa-S.Q/include \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110eaa.C \
-o /usr/usuar is/sig/mf airen/vonsai/proves/esf eres/_stub04110eaa. o
m /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110eaa.C
g++ -I$ATLAS/include -I$ATLAS/includ«/suport -IÍACE/ -I$ACE/ace -c \
-I/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/cactui/mesa/Hesa-3.O/include \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proTes/esferes/_stub04110faa.C \
-o /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/Tonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110faa.o
ra /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/Toasai/proves/esferes/
-
.stub041iOf aa.C
g++ -I$ATLAS/include -I$ATLAS/include/suport -I$ACE/ -I$ACE/ace -c
-I/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/cactus/mesa/Hesa-3.O/include \
echo 'Generating library.,.'
Id -shared -o libstbeaferes.so \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110baa.o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110caa.o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110daa.o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/Tonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110ea .o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/Tonsai/proTes/esferes/_stub04110fa .o \
/uar/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/.stub04110ga
rm /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub041iuba
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/pr«ves/esferes/_stub04110ca .o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110daa.o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110eaa.o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/proves/esferes/_stub04110faa.o \
/usr/usuaris/sig/mf airen/vonsai/proves/esf eres/_stub04110gaa. o
Notice that there are some compilation flags that cannot be known by the
ATLAS code generator. These flags are passed to the script through an input
option to the ATLAS code generator. The developer must use this option (-f
"$(FLAGS)") to include specific compilation flags to the generated script.
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The implementation
The implementation of a process includes the code implementing those external
routines declared in the interface and also the classes defining the exported
types. It can also include any other necessary types and routines for the internals
of the process.
The only compulsory file required by ATLAS in the implementation of a pro-
cess is the header file (esferes.h). The source file can be only one (esferes.C
in this example) or more than one linked together to produce the binary file
(esferes). In this example there are also other auxiliary files that are listed
also at the end of this section.
The esferes.h file defines the classes corresponding to the exported types
in the ATL module. See specially the conversion methods to and from the bridge
types (lines 16-18, 33-35, 56-64 and 78-83). There is also a class which does
not correspond to an exported type, SphereWindow. It is used to create and
manage the sphere world scene.
The esferes. h file also has to include the prototypes of the external routines
defined in the esferes.C file (lines 134-142).
1 »ifndef .ESFERES.H.
2 »define .ESFERES.l·
3 »include <DLList.b>
4 »include "CLSIGWindow.h"
5 »include <inc.atlas.H> // This includes the Atlas API prototypes
6 »include "atl esferes.hh"
7
8 class Point
9 <
10 double px,py,pz;
12 public:
13 Point () O
14 Point (float x, float y, float z)
15 < px « (double)i; py « (double)y ; pz * (double)z; }
16 Point (atl.Point p) { px * (double)p.px; py * (double)p.py; pz • (double)p.pz; }
17 atl.Point conversìo_a.tipus_pont O
18 { atl_Point p; p.px « (float)px; p.py « (float)py; p.pz » (float)pz; return p; }
19 Point ¿operator » (const Point tp)
20 < px " p.px; py - p.py; pz * p.pz; }
21 double Px () const { return px; >
22 double Py () const < return py; }
23 double Pz (} const •{ return pz; }
24 };
25
26 class ColorRGB
27 {
28 float r.g.b;
29
30 public:
31 ColorRGB O { r • 0.6; g - 0.5; b - 1.0; >
32 ColorRGB (float r, float y, float z) •{ r - x; g - y; b » z; }
33 ColorRGB (atl.ColorRGB c) < r « c.r; g « c.g; b • c.b; }
34 atl.ColorRGB conversio_a_tipua_pont ()
35 í atl.ColorRGB c; c.r « r; c.g « g; c.b • b; return c; }
36 ColorRGB ¿operator - (const ColorRGB te)
37 { r • c.r; g « c.g; b « c.b; }
38 double R O { return r; }
39 double C () í return g; }
40 double B O < return b; }
41 >;
42
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
class Sphere
<
Point center;
double rad;
ColorRGB color;
public:
Sphere O O
Sphere (Point p, float r): center(p) , r»d(r) , colori) <}
Sphere (Point p, float r, ColorRGB c): cent er (p), rad(r) , color(c)
Sphere (float x, float y, float z, float r): centeríx.y ,z) , rad(r)
O
0
Sphere (float x, float y, float z, float rad, float r, float g, float b):
center(x,7,z) , rad(r) , colorir, g, b) <}
Sphere (atl.Sphere s): center(s. center) , radío. rad), color (s. color)
atl. Sphere conversio.a.tipua.pont O
{
atl.Sphere s;
s. center * center. conversio.a.tipus.pont 0;
s. rad - rad;
s. color » color. conversio_a.tipus_pont ();
return s;
}
double Rad () { return rad; }
Point Center O < return center; }
ColorRGB Color () < return color; }
void ChangeColor {ColorRGB c) { color « c; }
>;
0
71 class esferes_Button_pressed_event{
72 int vindou;
73 int pos_x,pos_y;
74 int button;
75
76 public:
77 esferes.Button.pressed.eventO O;
78 esferes Button pressed event(atl esferes.Button.pressed.event vp)
79 {
80 window«vp.window ;
81 pos_x*vp.pos_x; pos_y-vp.pos_y;
82 button=vp.button;
83 >
84 atl.esf eres.Button.pressed.event conversio.a.tipus.pont 0
85 í
86 atl.esf eres.Button.pressed.event vp;
87 vp.window*window;
88 vp.poa.x»pos_x; vp.poa_y«pos_y;
89 vp.button*button;
90 return vp;
91 >
92 int Window() {return window;}
93 int Pos.xO {return pos.x;>
94 int Pos.yO {return pos.y;}
95 int ButtonO {return button;}
96 };
97
98 class SphereWindoa : public GLSIGWindo«
99 {
100 DLList<io<Sphere> *> scene;
101
102 public:
103 SphereWindow {): GLSIGWindo« (10,10,600,600,"Spheres World")
104 {
105 // Selecting the expose events to be dealed by the process.
106 XSelectInput( dpy, win, StructureNotifyMask I ExposureMask );
107 >
108 SphereWindow (int x.int y, int w, int h, char «name, Display* disp » HULL):
109 GLSIGWindow (x,y,w,h,name,disp)
110 {
111 // Selecting the expose events to be dealed by the process.
112 XSelectInput( dpy, win, StructureNotifyHask I ExposureMask );
113 }
114 void Resize (int w, int h) { SetWidth(w); SetHeight(h); }
115 void AddSphere (Sphere tsph) { atl.tkt idsph (atl.get.ticketO) ;
116 io<Sphere> «iosph » new io<Sphere>(sph,idsph);
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117 scene.append(iosph); >
118 void Drawing O;
119 -SphereWindow ()
120 {
121 for (Pii inscena.firstO; i!=0; scene.next(i))
122 { delete scene(i); scene.del(i); }
123 >
124 Sphere feVhichSphere (double pos.x, double pos^y);
125 atl.tkt RemoveSphere (double pos.x, double pos.y)¡
126 void RemoveSphere (atl.tkt tck);
127 protected:
128 void drausphere (Sphere ftsph);
129 void SphereWindow::subdivide (double *vl, double *v2, double *v3, long depth,
130 const Point lie, double r);
131 Pix which (double pos.x, double pos.y);
132 >;
133
134 // Prototypes needed
135 long GetWindowld ();
136 void AddSphere (Sphere sph);
137 ColorRGB GetColor (esferes_Button_pressed_event ev);
138 Point GetPoint (esferes_Button^pressed_event ev);
139 void RemoveSphere (io<esfer«s_Button_pressed_event> ev);
140 void RemoveSphere (io.base fciob);
141 void ChangeColorSphere (esferes_Button_pressed_event ev, ColorRGB col);
142 Sphere GetSphere (esferes.Button.pressed.event ev);
143
144 te&dif
The esf eres. C file implements the external routines declared in the ÂTL
module (lines 162-226) and also other necessary code. In this file we can em-
phasize three aspects:
• The redefinition of the API routine ini-process to make the required
initializations of the process (lines 133-160).
• The adding of a new communication channel to the process driver in order
to listen some X-events over the created X-window like the expose or resize
events. This management requires the use of a new class Comuni e JCevent
(defined in file ComunicXevent .H), and the use of the Ada-handler method
of the driver (see also chapter 7). This is shown in lines 8-11 and 156-
159. The routine to manage the X-events is TractarEvent (lines 228-246).
Notice that these events will not be known to ATLAS unlike the Button
pressed events, that in this example are handled by se (see the "main"
procedure in the ATL module). They obviously are not involved in the
recovery of the process or in any journal replay.
• The use of the tickets substitution for the selection to remove a sphere.
The "RemoveSphere" routine receives an esf eres_Button_pressed_event
and substitutes its ticket (line 199) by the one attached to the correspond-
ing sphere (the process asked for this ticket to the system before -line 115
of the esf eres. h file).
The process also implements an overloading routine for the "RemoveSphere"
that receives an io.base as a parameter. This routine (lines 203-207) is to
be used in a réexécution of the process (see also section 8.1.3 -Global data
identification).
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1 »include <math.h>
2 «Include "esferes.h"
3 «includa "ComunicXevent.H"
4 »include "Driver.H"
5 «include <GL/glu.h>
6 «include "GLSIGWindou.h"
7
8 // thè Atlas driver object.
9 extern Driver drivi
10 // comunicatici! to be added to the Atlas driver.
11 Comunic Xevent eventwin;
12
13 void normalize (double v[3], double r)
14 <
15 double d * sqrt (v[0]*v[0] + v[l]*vCl] + v[2]*v[2]);
16 v[0] » v[0]»r/d; v[l] - v[l]»r/d; v[2] = v[2]*r/d;
17 }
18
19 void SphereWindou: : subdivide (double *vl, double *v2, double «v3, long depth,
20 const Point kc, double r)
21 {
22 double vl2[3], v23[3], v31[3]¡
23
24 if (depth «- 0)
25 {
26 glBegin (CL.PQLYGOH);
27 glNormal3f ((float)(vl[0]/r),(float)(vl[1]/r).(float)(vi[2]/r));
28 glVertex3f ((float) (vlWl+c.PxO).
29 (float) (vim+c.PyO).
30 (float)(vl[2]+c.Pz()));
31 glHormalSf ((float)(v2[0]/r),(float)(v2[lj/r),(float)(v2C2]/r));
32 glVertei3f ((float) (v2[0]+c.PxO),
33 (float)(v2[l]+c.Py()),
34 (float)(v2t2]+c.Pz()));
35 glHormalSf ((float)(v3[0]/r).(float)(v3[1]/r),(float)(v3[2]/r));
36 glVertex3f ((float)(v3[0]+c.Px(>),
37 (float) (v3[l]+c.Py()),
38 (float) (v3C2]+c.Pz()));
39 glEnd ()¡
40 return;
41 }
42 for (int i»0¡ i<3; i++)
43 <
44 V12CU • (vim+v2Ci3)/2¡
45 v23Ci] - (v2[i]+v3Ci])/2;
46 v31ti] - (v3[i]+vlti])/2;
47 >
48 normalize (vl2, r); normalize (v23, r); normalize (v31, r);
49 subdivide (vl. vl2, v31. depth-1, c, r)¡
50 subdivide (v2, v23, vl2. depth-1. c, r);
51 subdivide (v3, v31, v23, depth-1, c, r);
52 subdivide (vl2, v23, v31, depth-1. c, r);
53 }
54
55 // Draving method for a Sphere
56 void SphereWindou::drousphero (Sphere Isph)
57 {
58 double r - >ph.Rad()*sin(63.43«PI/180.0)¡
59 double h • sph.Rad()*cos(63.43*PI/180.0);
60 double w - 72.0*PI/180.0;
61 double vèrtexs[12][3] »
62 < {0.,0.,sph.Rad()}, <0..-r,h}, <r«sin(w),-r*cos(u),h>. ir*sin(2*u),-r«cos(2«w),h}
63 {r«sin(3»v),-r»cos(3*v),h}, <r*sin(4*v),-r*cos(4«w),h>, {O.,r,-h>.
64 {-r*sin(w).r*cos(u),-h}, {-r»sin(2*w),r*cos(2«w),-h}, {-r*sin(3*w),r*cos(3*u),-h
65 {-r*sin(4*w),r»cos(4*u),-h}, {0. .0. ,-sph.RadO} };
66 int tindices[20][3] »
67 < <0.1.2}, {0,2.3}. {0,3,4}, {0,4,5}, {0,5.1}, {1,9,2}, {2,10,3}. {3,6,4}, {4.7,5},
68 {5,8,1}, {9,10,2}, {10,6,3}, {6,7,4}, {7,8,5}, {8.9,1}. {10,9.11}, {6,10,11},
69 {7.6.11}, {8.7,11}, {9,8,11} };
70
71 // Material
72 float mat[J • { sph.ColorO .RO , sph.ColorO .00 , sph.ColorO .BO , 1. };
73 glHaterialfv (GL.FROHT.AND.BACK. GL.AHBIEMT.AND.DIFFUSE, mat);
74 for (int j»0; j<20; j++)
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75 subdivide dtvertexsttindieesCjlTOJ][0], tvertexsttindicesCjHl]) [0] ,
76 tvertexs[tindicesi:j][2mO], 3, sph.CenterC), sph.RadO);
77 >
78
79 // Drawing method for a SphereWindow
80 void SphereWindow:¡Drawing ()
81 <
82 glClear (GL.COLOR.BUFFER.BIT I GL.DEPTH.BUFFER.BIT) ;
83 for (Pii i-scene.firstO; ü-0; scene.next(i))
84 drawsphere (scene(i)->DadesO) ;
85 glFlush ( ) i
86 S«ap Oi
87 }
88
89 Piz SphereWindov::which (double pos.x, double pos_y)
90 <
91 double zmin « -30;
92 Pix aux « scene.firstO ;
93
94 for (Pix i-scene.first(); i!-0; scene.next(i))
95 if {{((scene(i)->DadesO).Center{).Px0-(Bcene{i)->Dades()).RadO) < pos.x)
96 tt (pos.x < ((scene(i)->Dade8()).Center().Px()+(scene(i)->Dades()).Rad()))
97 tt (((scene(i)->Dades()).Center().Py()-(scene(i)->Dades()).Rad()) < pos.;)
98 tt (pos.y < ((scene(i)->Dades()).Center().Py()+(scene(i)->Dades()).Rad()))
99 tt (scene(i)->Dades(».CenterO.Pz() > zmin)
100 , { zmin " (scene(i)->Oades()).Center().Pz(); aux « i; }
101 return aux;
102 }
103
104 Sphere iSphereUindow::UhichSphere (double pos.x, double pos.y)
105 {
106 Fix aux « which (pos.x, pos.y);
107 return (scene(aux)->DadeaO);
108 >
109
110 atl.tkt SphereWindow::RemoveSphere (double pos.x, double pos.y)
111 <
112 Pix aux • which (pos.x, pos.y);
113 atl.tkt ticketaux - scene(aux)->Ticket();
114 delete scene(aux);
115 scene.del(aux);
116 return (ticketaux);
117 >
118
119 void SphereVindow::RemoveSphere (atl.tkt tck)
120 <
121 for (Pix i-scene.first(); i!-0; scene.next(i))
122 if (scene(i)->Ticket()«tck)
123 <
124 delete scene(i);
125 scene.del(i);
126 break;
127 >
128 }
129
130 // Global window for the process
131 SphereWindow spherewin;
132
133 // Initializations for the process.
134 void ini.proceas O
135 <
136 float light[] - {0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1.};
137 float lightspecu » {0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 1,};
138
139 glClearColor (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0); /* black color for the background */
140 glEnable (GL.DEPTH.TEST); /» activating z-buffering «/
141 // Enabling lighting
142 glEnable (GL.LICHTING);
143 glLightfv (GL.LIGHTO, GL.AHBIENT, light);
144 glLightfv (GL.LIGHTO, GL.DIFFUSE, light);
145 glLightfv (GL.LIGHTO, CL.SPECÜLAR, lightspec);
146 glEnable (GL.LIGHTO);
147 // Orthogonal projection
148 glMatrixHode (GL.PROJECTION);
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149 glLoadldentity O;
150 glOrtho (-20., 20., -20., 20., 1., 60.);
151 // The user is always in the Z axe
152 glMatrixMode (GL.MODELVIEW);
153 glLoadldentity () ;
154 gluLookAt (0., 0., 30., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0.);
155 spherewin.Drawing () ;
156 // Adding a communications channel to the Atlas driver.
157 int X_cn » XConnectionNumber (sphereuin.GetDisplayO) ;
158 eventuin.set_handle(X_cn);
159 driv.Add.handler («ventwin);
160 }
161
162 long GetUindowId ()
163 {
164 return (sphereuia.GetVindouO);
165 }
166
167 void AddSphere (Sphere sph)
168 {
169 Sphere *ss » neu Sphere(sph);
170 sphereuin.AddSphere (*ss);
171 sphereuin.Dravine ();
172 }
173
174 ColorROB GetColor (esferes.Button.pressed,event ev)
175 {
176 lloat « - sphereuin.GetWidthO;
177 float h - sphereuin.GetHeightOi
178 Sphere tsph'sphereuin.WhichSphere ((float)(ev.Pos_x()-(u/2.0))/(u/40.0).
179 (float)(ev.Poa_y()-(h/2.0))/-(h/40.0));
180 return (sph.ColorO) ;
181 }
182
183 Faint GetPoint (esferes Button pressed.event ev)
184 {
185 float u - sphereuin.CetWidthO ;
186 float h - sphereuin.GetHeightO;
187 Point p((float)(ev.Pos_x()-(u/2.0))/(u/40.0),
188 (float) (ev.Pos_y()-(h/2.0»/-(h/40.0), 0.0);
189 return (p> ;
190 }
191
192 void RemoveSphere (io<esferes_Button_pressed_event> ev)
193 {
194 float w » sphereuin.CetWidthO;
195 float h - sphereuin.GetHeightO;
196 atl.tkt tckaux;
197 tckaux - sphereuin.RemoveSphere ((float) ((ev.DadesO) .Pos_x()-(u/2.0))/(u/40.0) ,
198 (float) ((ev.DadesO).Pos.yO-(h/2.0))/-(h/40.0));
199 atl.substitute.ticket (ev.TicketO .tckaux);
200 sphereuin.Drauing O;
201 }
202
203 void RemoveSphere (io.base tiob)
204 {
205 sphereuin.RemoveSphere (lob.Ticket());
206 sphereuin.Drauing ();
207 }
208
209 void ChangeColorSphere (esferes Button pressed.event ev, ColorRGB col)
210 <
211 float v - sphereuin.GetWidthO; •
212 float h - sphereuin.GetHeightO;
213 Sphere tsph-sphereuin.WhichSpher« ((float)(ev.Pos.x()-(u/2.0))/(u/40.0),
214 (float)(ev.Pos.y()-(h/2.0))/-(h/40.0));
215 sph.ChangeColor (col);
216 sphereuin.Drauing ();
217 }
218
219 Sphere GetSphere (esferes.Button.pressed.event ev)
220 <
221 float u - sphereuin.GetWidthO;
222 float h » sphereuin.GetHeightO;
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223 Sphere sph-spherewin.WhichSphere ((float)(ev.Pos_x()-(w/2.0))/(w/40.0),
224 (float) (ev.Pos_yO-(h/2.0))/-(h/40.0));
225 return spii;
226 }
227
228 // Treatment ior the X-events cooing from the X-windos
229 void TractarEvent ()
230 <
231 XEvent e;
232 «hile (XPendingUpherevin.GetDisplayO))
233 {
234 XHextEvent (spherewin.GetDisplayO, te);
235 ií «e.type — ConfigureHotify) II (e.type «- Expose))
236 spherewin.Drawing ();
237 if (e.type — ConfigureNotify)
238 {
239 spherewin.Resize (e.xconfigure.width, e.xconfigure.height);
240 glMatrixMode(GL.PROJECTIQH);
241 glViewport(0,0(spherewin.GetWidth() .sphereuin.GetHeightO) ;
242 glHatrixHode(GL.HDDELVIEW);
243 spherewin.Drawing ();
244 }
245 }
246 }
ComunicXevent.H
1 »ifndef .COMUNICXEVEJIT.H
2 »define .COHUNICXEVEHT.H
3 »include <sys/type«.h>
4 »include <sys/socket.h>
5 »include "SOCK.Stream.h"
6 »include "ISET.Addr.h"
7 »include "eonfig.h"-
8 »include "Reactor.h"
9 »include "globals.H"
10 »include "Message.H"
11
12 extern void TractarEvent () ;
13
14 class Comunic.Xevent : public ACE.Event.Handler
15 {
16 int filedesc;
17
18 public:
19 Comunic.Xevent {) {}
20 Comunicjtevent (int fd) : filedesc(fd) O
21 void set.handle (ACE.HANDLE fd) { filedesc - id; }
22 ACE.HANDLE get.handle O const { return filedesc; >
23 int handle.input (ACE.HANDLE f d) < TractarEvent O ;
24 return 0; >
25 };
26
27 «endif
GLSIGWindow.h
1 »ifndef „GLSIGWINDOW.H.
2 »define „GLSIGWIHDOW.H.
3 »include <iostream.h>
4 »include <stdio.h>
5 »include <stdlib.h>
6 »include <GL/glx.h> /* this includes the necessary X headers*/
7 »include <GL/gl.h>
8
9 class GLSIGUindow
10 <
11 public:
12 static Display *dpy;
13
14 protected:
15 Window win;
16 Colormap cmap;
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17 XSetWindowAttributes swa;
18 static XVisuallnfo *vi;
19 GLXContext cz;
20 int x.y.w.h;
21 char «name;
22
23 public:
24 GLSIGWindowÜnt x,int y, int u, int h, char «name. Display* disp » HULL);
25 virtual -CLSIGWindosO;
26 void SetPosi int x, int y ) { XMoveWindow( dpy, win, x, y ); >
27 void SetPosX(int posX) { x » posX; >
28 void SetPosYdnt posY) < y » posY; }
29 void SetWidthi int weight ) < w=weight; }
30 void SetHeight( int hight ) < h'hight; >
31 void SetName( char* name );
32 // Consultors
33 int CetPosXO < return x; }
34 int GetPosYO < return y; }
35 int GetWidthO < return w; >
36 int GetHeightO < return h; >
37 Display* GetDisplayO í return dpy; }
38 Window GetWindowO { return win; }
39 static int CetScreenWidthQ ;
40 static int GetScreenHeightQ;
41
42 operator WindouO < return win; } // Conversion Operator
43 void Activat e () { glXMakeCurrent (dpy, win, ex) ; }
44 void SwapO < glXSwapBuffers(dpy,win); }
45
46 private:
47 Window HakeRGBdbWindowC Display »dpy, int x, int y, int width, int height );
48 };
49
50 »endif // GLSIGWIKDOW
GLSIGWindow.ee
I «include "GLSIGWindow.h"
2
3 XVisuallnfo* GLSIGWindow::vi;
4 Display* GLSIGWindow::dpy;
O
6 static Bool WaitForHapNotifyCDisplay *d, XEvent *e, char *arg)
7 {
8 if <(e->type »« MapHotify) tt (e->xmap.window »« (Window)arg))
9 return GL.TRUE;
10 return GL.FALSE;
II >
12
13 GLSIGWindow: :GLSIGWindow(int x.int y, int w, int h, char* name, Display* dsp)
14 : x(x), y(y), w(w) , h(h) , name(name)
15 í
16 // Obtenia un display si no ens el passen
17 ifOdsp)
18 dpy = XOpenDisplay(NULL);
19 else
20 dpy * dsp;
21 win « HakeRGBdbWindow( dpy, x, y, w, h );
22 int argc'O; char **argv;
23 XSetStandardProperties(dpy, win, ñamo, name, None, argv, arge, NULL);
24 XSizeBints size.hlnts;
25 XWHHints wm.hinta;
26 XClassBint class.hints;
27 XTextProperty windowNane;
28
29 size.hints.flags - USPositlon I PHaxSize I PHinSize;
30 size.hints.min.width - 60;
31 size.hints.oin.height • 50;
32 size.hints.max.width - GetScreenWldthO ;
33 size.hints.max.height - GetScreonHeightO;
34 if (XStringListToTextProperty (tname, 1, twindowNam«) •» 0)
35 cerr « ": structure allocation for windowName failed." « endl;
36 um.hints.initial.state » NormalState;
37 um.hints.input - True;
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38 wm.hints.flags •= StateHint I Input Hint;
39 class.hints.resáname « "";
40 class.hints.res.class « "Basicwin";
41 XSetWMProperties (dp;, vin, tvindowName, fcwindouName, iname, 1,
42 tsize.hints, tum.hints, tclass.hints);
43 XEvent event;
44 XMapWindowtdpy, win);
45 XIfEventídpy, »event, WaitForMapNotify, (char *)win);
46 >
47
48 GLSIGWindow::-GLSIGWindow()
49 <
50 glFlushO ;
51 glFinishO;
52 glXMakeCurrent(dpy, 0, NULL);
53 glXDestroyContextWpy, ex);
54 // Destruïm la finestra
55 XDestroyWindow(dpy, »in);
56 XFlush(dpy);
57 }
58
59 Window GLSIGWindow::MakeRGBdbWindow (Display «dpy, int x, int y, int width, int height)
60 {
61 int attribO » < GLX.RGBA, GLX.RED.SIZE, 1, GLX.GREEN.SIZE. 1,
62 GLX.BLUE.SIZE. 1, GLX.DEPTH.SIZE, 15, GLX.DOUBLEBUFFER,
63 , GLX.STEHCIL.SIZE, 1, Non« };
64 int scrnum;
65 XSetHindo«Attributea attr;
66 unsigned long mask;
67 Window root;
68 Window win;
69
70 scrnum B DefaultScreen( dpy );
71 root « RootWindowC dpy, scrnum );
72 vi • glXChoosaVisùaK dpy, scrnum, attrib );
73 if (ivi)
74 <
75 coût « "Error: couldn't get an RGB, Double-buffered visual" « endl;
76 exit(l);
77 }
78 /« window attributes */
79 attr.background.pixel * 0;
80 attr.border.pixel » 0;
81 attr.colormap " DefaultColormap (dpy, DefaultScreen(dpy));
82 attr.event.mask * StructureNotifyHask t ExposureHask;
83 mask - CWBackPixel I CWBorderPixel I CWColormap I CWEventHask;
84 win * XCreateWindow( dpy, root, x, y, width, height, 0, vi->depth. InputOutput,
85 vi->visual, mask, tattr );
86 ex- glXCreateContext( dpy, vi, NULL, GL.TRUE );
87 glXHakeCurrent( dpy, win, ex );
88 return win;
89 }
90
91 void GLSIGWindow::SetName( char* nane )
92 {
93 XTextProperty windowMame;
94
95 if (XStringListToTextProperty Úname, 1, twindowName) " 0)
96 cout « ": structure allocation for windowName failed." « endl;
97 XSetWHHame(dpy, win, twindowNam«);
98 }
99
100 int GLSIGWindow::GetScreenVidth()
101 {
102 return DisplayWidth(dpy, DefaultScreen(dpy));
103 }
104
105 int GLSIGWindow::GetScreenReight()
106 <
107 return DisplayReight(dpy, DefaultScreen(dpy));
108 }
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Hakefile
I ATLAS.ROQT = /usr/usuaris/sig/mfairen/vonsai/Atlas
23 »
4 * Include ATLAS macros5 »
6
7 includi $(ATLAS_ROOT)/macros/macros_atlas.$(ARQ)
8
9 «
10 t The ARQ variable is a parameter for the make command.
II * You oust call this Makefile doing:
12 * $> gmake (or make) ARQ'Xxxx
13 ft where xxxx is the set of characters correspondig to the architecture
14 * you are using to conpile your process (SunS, IRIX6, EP10 or Linux).
15 *
1617 » .
18 * Local macros19 ,
20
21 LATLASFLAGS « -LÍ(LIBATLAS) -lobjsatl -latías $(LDLIBS)
22 OBJ = $(VDIR)atl_esferes.o $<TOIR)esferes.o $(VDIR)GLSIGWindow.o
23
24 MESA » /usr/usuaris/sig/nfairen/cactus/dtsa/Mesa-S.O
25 HESAFLAGS - -I$(HESA)/include
26 HESAUB • -L$ (MESA)/lib -IHesaGLU -IMesaGL
27
28 XLIBS - -L/usr/XU/lib -L/usr/IllR6/lib -1X11 -IXext -IXmu -IXt -IXi -1SH -1ICE
29
on •_ „ „_ „ .„u p—————™«»———.«.«—————•-——————«——————«—————— ——————————— ———
31 « Local targets
Off »"*~ ™«»—™—»« — «.——•. — — —»—•.— — — ——.«i.-.™—*.—•.—•.— — »—»——•———i»»™ •—«•••-•-•
33
34 all: objdirs esferes
35
36 atl.esferes.C atl.esferes.H: esferes.atl
37 $(ATLAS RDQT)/bin/generador -f "$(HESAFLAGS)" esferes.atl
38
39 $(VDIR)GLSIGWindoa.o: GLSIGWindow.ee
40 $(COHP.cc) $(MESAFLAOS) -o $(VDIR)GLSIGWindou.o GLSIGWindow.ee
41
42 $(VDIR)esferes.o: esferes.C
43 $(COUP.ce) $(HESAFLAGS) -o $(VDIR)esferes.o esferes.C
44
45 $(VDIR)atl_esferes.o : atl.esferea.C
46 $(CTEHP.«c) $(HESAFLAGS) -o í(VDIR)atl,esíeres.o atl.esferes.C
47
48 esferes: S(OBJ)
49 $(LIHK.cc) -o $8 $<OBJ) $(MESALIB) $(LATLASFLAGS) S(XLIBS) -L./ -Istbesferes
50
51
52 clean:
53 na -f $(VDIR)*.o core atl «sferes.* stub esferes.H esferes
54
55 objdirs: $(VDIR)
56
57 $(VDIR):
58 test -d $9 || mkdlr $«
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9.5 Applications using ATLAS
ATLAS is being extensively used in our lab. In the following subsections we
present four nontrivial applications that have been developed entirely in ATLAS
(NewDMI, Motlles) or ported to ATLAS (Octrees, VolAtlas).
These experiences confirm that ATLAS offers a friendly environment to de-
velop this kind of applications; programmers quickly became familiar with it,
and porting old applications to ATLAS required small efforts.
9.5.1 VolAtlas: a volume modeling application
VolAtlas is a platform for the modeling and visualization of volume models
which uses the voxels model representation. This representation consists of a
regular subdivision of the volume region in identical cubic cells (voxels) parallel
to the coordinate axes. Each voxel has an associated value for each represented
property.
The VolAtlas platform is subdivided in different processes and the oper-
ations applicable to the voxels model are: visualization, filtering, creation of
voxels models from other voxels models, generation of isosurfaces using differ-
ent algorithms, etc... A snapshot of this application can be seen in figure 9.8.
Figure 9.8: Snapshot of the VolAtlas application.
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9.5.2 Octrees: a solid modeling application using extended
octrees
The extended octree model is an extension of the classic octree model which
includes new terminal nodes (face, edge, vertex and quasivertex). These new
nodes contain a part of the solid boundary and the octree exactly represents
the polyhedrical objects.
The Octrees application offers the main functionalities of the extended oc-
tree: conversion between solid models in BRep and extended octree, boolean
operations among extended octrees, compression of the model and visualization.
The application has been ported to ATLAS and offers commands to com-
municate with the BRep modeling application NewDMI. Figure 9.9 shows a
snapshot of this application.
Figure 9.9: Snapshot of the Octrees application.
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9.5.3 NewDMI: a BRep modeling application
NewDMI is a geometric kernel of a CAD system. It uses a geometric boundary
representation (BRep) to model objects. It supports basic parametric elements
(cylinder, sphere, cone, ...) to create more complex objects and can also manage
translation and rotation sweeps. It is specialized on the ship design (valves,
pipes, motors, ...).
NewDMI offers commands to create new objects, to edit the scene (add,
remove, or select objects in the scene), to visualize the scene and to operate
with the scene (zooms, sections 3D and 2D, ...). Figure 9.10 shows a snapshot
of this application.
Figure 9.10: Snapshot of the NewDMI application.
9.5.4 Motlles: a CAD system for plastic injection moulds
The Motlles application is a CAD system of solids and surfaces adapted to
mould applications and with an output connected to a finite elements analysis
module (CAE).
This application is oriented to the design of injection moulds. These moulds
can be seen as the negative of a piece. The piece may have a complicated shape,
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so it must be represented as a combination of plane faces and surface faces.
The application uses a boundary representation (BRep) which can keep faces
of both plane and surface types. A snapshot of the application can be seen in
figure 9.11.
Figure 9.11: Snapshot of the Motlles application.
9.6 Evaluation of the system. The developers
opinions
To evaluate a system like ATLAS, oriented to the development of large appli-
cations, the development of a toy application like the "esferes" presented in
section 9.4 is not enough. Moreover, some ATLAS objectives like transparency,
easiness of use or usefulness in large applications development, are aspects to be
evaluated by other developers not directly related to ATLAS. Our own opinion
in these aspects is not enough either.
A possible evaluation process thus is getting the opinions and experiences
of real ATLAS users, i.e. people who use ATLAS as a platform for developing
their own applications. We built a questionnaire asking for advantages and
drawbacks found in the use of ATLAS as a development platform. We want to
thank Eva Monclús, David Corbalán, Alex Sánchez and Jordi Martín for helping
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us on doing this evaluation. They are not all the developers that have used, and
therefore tested ATLAS, but they are those who have used it the most.
There are four large applications developed over ATLAS and briefly pre-
sented in the last section (section 9.5). Eva Monclús ported both "Octrees"
and "VolAtlas" to ATLAS. David Corbalán was the first ATLAS user and devel-
oped the "NewDMI" CAD system kernel over ATLAS. Alex Sánchez and Jordi
Martín both worked on the "Motiles" application (Alex started it and Jordi
joined later).
In this section we summarize the results of the questionnaire answers given by
these ATLAS users. They did not have the opportunity of testing the journaling
part of ATLAS (its structure and functionalities), because it has been added to
the prototype during the last year and it is not available yet in the ATLAS public
distribution. Taking this into account, the comments received can be grouped
in the following aspects:
• Rigidity of the ATLAS Input Subsystem. All interviewed ATLAS users
agreed in criticizing the rigidity of this subsystem which does not allow
to input complex data directly and whose interface is not very friendly
nor flexible. We are aware of these limitations and have already proposed
some possible extensions to this Input Subsystem in chapter 5.
• Initial fragility and instability. Most of these users also complain for the
initial fragility and instability of the system, and the difficulty of debugging
application processes without a specific tool to allow it (a process could
not be debugged directly because distr wants to hear from processes
periodically). Since ATLAS and those applications grew up in parallel,
they had to use the first beta (and sometimes alpha) versions of ATLAS
which produced these inconveniences.
• Something missing in the ATL. David also considered some extensions to
the ATL functionalities were missing, specially giving support to other
kind of types like lists.
• Facilitates the development. Another general opinion is that using ATLAS
facilitates the development in terms of testing new application function-
alities, because its development does not require any added interface and
can be very easily included in the application in order to be tested.
• Allows an easy communication between different applications. They also
approve the easiness of communicating an application to others, even when
the application is not split in different processes. In fact, the "NewDMI"
and "Octrees" applications (see section 9.5) are both implemented in only
one application process and adding a command to communicate both of
them to allow "NewDMI" to ask for a boolean operation to "Octrees",
took just about 5 minutes to implement2.
When the application consists of several processes, this easiness is more
effective. Referring to "VolAtlas", Eva Monclús said: "this division in
2The routines offering the functionalities needed by the "NewDMI" were already imple-
mented in "Octrees", so the only work to do was implementing the interaction between the
two applications in the ATL module.
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independent and small tasks allows the final user to decide which ones he is
going to use, thus he only starts those processes implementing these tasks
and avoids to start the whole VolAtlas platform. In our case, using ATLAS
is also positive because some projects developed by students about volume
modelling and visualization can be included to the VolAtlas platform as
new functionalities in a surprisingly easy way."
• Distribution and communications transparency. Other positive aspect
found in ATLAS by the users is the transparency of communications and
distribution. Sometimes they just use one architecture while developing,
but they do not care about how many processes ATLAS is using (except for
those belonging to their applications) or how these processes communicate
to each other.
Prom these developers comments we can conclude some results which are
clearly positive even when ATLAS did not offer yet the journaling functionalities,
which are expected to be the ATLAS most valuable facilities for the computer
graphics applications' world:
— ATLAS is evaluated positively in terms of transparency and easiness of use
for the developer;
- except for the first versions fragility, developers agreed on its usefulness
(so they prefer using ATLAS better than not using it);
— although the applications presently using it are not related to each other,
they show a certain level of reusability (in VolAtlas, for example, the
students use its processes and environment to test easily their implemen-
tations are working).
As already said, there are some important functionalities in ATLAS that
developers could not test yet because they were still not available in the public
version they use. Although this new part of ATLAS has been only tested by our
small applications, a real test in large applications would be desirable. We plan
it will be tested from now on in the new applications which are going to use
ATLAS as well as in the new developments for the old ones.
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Chapter 10
Extensions
During the development of ATLAS, we realized that some functionalities can be
extended, either to make them more flexible or to offer added facilities to the
developer.
Even though these extensions cannot be included as part of ATLAS at the
moment because they are not fully designed and incorporated to the system,
tentative designs for them have been thought. We think they are worth men-
tioning here.
10.1 Synchronous requests of input data from
application processes
As said in section 9.2, the current version of ATLAS does not allow an application
process to stop and wait for an input data previously requested by this process
using the "atl_send_request" API call1. The main execution of an ATLAS
application process is guided by its communications driver, who listens to one
or more communications channels and acts depending on the received message.
Since the ATLAS asynchronous "input datumOrequest" association does not
assure an immediate answer for a given request, the process driver is not de-
signed to stop waiting for a response to a certain request.
A specific design is thus necessary to allow this synchronous management of
data requests from an application process.
The design thought to add this possibility to ATLAS is similar to the "se-
lect/recv" system calls to manage communication channels in BSD sockets over
TCP/IP. The process will use the "atl_send.xequest" API call to ask for data
asynchronously as it is used presently. But to get the requested data a new API
routine "atl_get.response" will be called. This new routine will be able to act
'This does not means that currently an application over ATLAS cannot implement a syn-
chronous management of data, but it cannot do it directly from an application process. A
synchronous management can be done by asking these data from an ATL command (explained
in chapter 4).
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waiting or not waiting for the datum. Not waiting means it checks if the datum
has arrived and if not, it keeps on with the process execution. Waiting means
the process checks if the datum has arrived and if not, it "stops" its execution
waiting for the requested data to arrive. This stopping of the process will not
be complete. A treatment allowing messages from distr to arrive will remain,
but not handling them, just storing them to be treated later, except for the
expected datum.
10.2 Overloading in ATL
Extending the ATL language to permit functions or procedures to be overloaded
seems a not very difficult aim.
The only needed change in the compiler is on the function and procedure
name management. Just by adding the parameter type names as part of the
routine name on the symbol table, the ATL language will be able to deal with
overloading.
But other important requirement for ATLAS supporting this overloading is
that the automatic code generator should be able to manage it.
The generated code should have an auxiliary routine (see section 7.5.1) for
each function or procedure instance of the overloading, but all of them (related
to the same exported C++ routine) must call the same process routine (which
will use the C++ overloading functionality), passing to it the corresponding
parameters for this instance.
10.3 Extending the GETDATA command to ac-
cept timeouts for its requests
As we already explained in chapter 6, when a data request expires its timeout
without getting input data to serve it, a null response is generated to answer
this request. This null response has information about the request it is serving
(contains the request identifier) but does not contain data.
When the request is sent by an application process, and since the manage-
ment of the answer is implemented by the application developer, his code is
responsible of being able to treat a null response if it arrives.
But when the request is done by the ATLAS Command Subsystem (through a
GETDATA in the ATL code -see section 4.1.6 - The GETDATA function) the
Virtual Machine of the Command Subsystem is the one receiving the response
and acting to use it for keeping on with the command execution. The Vir-
tual Machine thus needs a value of that type to continue its execution without
problems.
The extension proposal in this case is to add two more parameters to the
GETDATA command. The first one will be the timeout value for the request
being sent and the second one will be a default value to be used in case the an-
swer is a null response. This two added parameters will be optional to facilitate
using the GETDATA without timeout.
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10.4 The Command Substitution possibility
In an interactive interpreter like the ATLAS Command Subsystem, offering the
possibility to substitute a user command already being executed could be inter-
esting. The possibility of substituting commands can be useful mainly in two
cases:
• in case the user made a mistake choosing an option to input data. He
wanted to input data through a certain command and chose the wrong
one;
• in case the application does this choosing by default and in some cases the
user does not want to follow the default.
Imagine a user is working with an application that displays a 3D scene
and allows to select a point by entering either a MouseButtonPressed event
over a certain display pixel, which will select the point nearer this pixel in the
displayed scene; or the exact 3D coordinates of the point in the scene, which
will select exactly that point. The user wants to select a point which is not
visible in the displayed scene because it is hidden behind other objects. But
the user fails when he has to choose the command to be used to get these data
and he chooses the one asking for a MouseButtonPressed event. Without the
possibility of substituting the command started, the user only can keep on with
this command and after done use the UNDO functionality of the journaling (see
section 8.1.3) to go back un-doing the command.
The design we present in this section for a command substitution will solve
problems like this and will also add flexibility because having this substitution
possibility the developer can decide to put a default command (which would
start automatically) in places where the user would almost always use this de-
fault.
Not all started commands can be substituted, only those that have not
changed yet the global state of the Virtual Machine. A command can be
substituted thus if at the time of substitution:
- the command has not modified any global variable;
- the command has not modified any parameter passed by reference to itself;
- the command has not called any external function or procedure.
Any command fulfilling these conditions when a substitution is attempted
can be aborted. After this abortion the user can choose another command to
substitute the first one.
In fact the substitution itself is not compulsory in this design. Since the
conditions to be able to abort a command only depend on the command to
abort, the user can ask for the interruption of a command even if he does
not intend to start another command to substitute the one aborted. This will
depend, of course, on the application.
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The only way to select a command to be aborted is by choosing the input
request generated by the command, so this can be added to the "demandes"
utility process as a sort of mouse selection over the request, or by adding an
API routine passing to it the request identifier, that is thus usable from any
process knowing about the request identifier (subscribed to the ADO-DEMAND
ATLAS event, for example).
If the request selected was not produced by a command in the Virtual
Machine it cannot be aborted.
10.5 Miscellaneous
There are other miscellaneous extensions to the current prototype which are
worth mentioning.
• The management of errors in the starting of a process. In order to make
ATLAS more robust in starting an application, and also be consistent with
the broadcast mechanism and the process execution (see chapter 6), an
error management is required when a process cannot be started in the
chosen host.
There are two different problems to deal with:
— the chosen host is not available;
- the exec for the process called by the server on the chosen host fails.
In the first case, distr should try to start the process again by choosing
another host which offers this process. If there is not another host offering
this process the error management ends and an error message is given to
the user.
In the second case, the reason of fault can be the lack of availability of the
process in the specified path (the one with highest priority), distr then
should try again in the same host (which is the best in terms of load coef-
ficient -see chapter 6) but specifying the path which follows the previous
one in the priority list (see also "Process-Host table" in chapter 6).
Since the decision of giving more importance to the host-choosing than
to the path priority is heuristic and it can be restrictive for the final user,
we can also make this more flexible by allowing the user to configure the
change of priorities for ATLAS executions. By adding another section in
the ". AtlasSettings" file the user may indicate the reverse on this priorities,
so ATLAS would change the host before the process path.
• More flexibility on the syntax of the hosts list. The list of hosts the user
may include in the ".AtlasSettings" file is used to filter the hosts that
can be involved in his applications (see chapter 6). The user may want to
associate processes to hosts, allowing one host to be only used for executing
those processes or disallowing it to execute some processes. The current
syntax for the list of hosts only permits to put host names in, so when a
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host is in the list any process being offered by this host can be executed
there.
The extension proposal for this syntax is very simple: for each host the
user can add a list of process names that will act as a filter for the processes
allowed on that host. Each process name may be preceded by the character
'!' which means this process will not be executed on the host. As an
example, if we have in the ".AtlasSettings" file the following lines:
$HOSTS
hostnamel:hostname2{proc1,proc2,procS}:hostnameSi!proc2}
it means the only hosts allowed are hostnamel, hostname2 and hostnameS;
and for hostname2 and hostnameS the list of processes is also restricted.
In hostname2 ATLAS will only execute proci, proc2 and procS and
hostnameS is allowed to execute any process except proc2.
Having this possibility the user has much more flexibility to decide the
distribution of his application processes.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions and future
work
In this thesis a software platform, ATLAS, has been presented. It is designed to
allow developers to incorporate advanced features in their development with the
least hassle, and it achieves all the objectives proposed for the thesis (described
in chapter 1).
By now, ATLAS is being extensively used within our lab in the development of
large applications for some research projects. Its design favours the construction
of reusable modules that can relatively easily be combined with each other. It
has also proved successful for the developers who use it, because they quickly get
familiar with its use and take profit on its functionalities without much effort.
Although at a first glance ATLAS seems to be very similar to other DOC
systems, it offers other functionalities like the journaling mechanism, execution
time configurability, asynchronous calls, generic user interface, etc. All these are
designed in together with the communications mechanism and the processes'
distribution in order to achieve the maximum efficiency by combining them to
solve the whole problem. The scheme of figure 11.1 can help see the relations
among the adopted solutions to solve the problem as a tight combination of the
desired objectives.
The input data management shown as an ATLAS concept includes three
managements of input data explained separately in the thesis:
• The generic Input Subsystem (explained in chapter 5).
• The asynchronous matching functionality assigning input data to requests
done by distr (explained in section 6.3).
• The global data identification done also by distr to be a functionality of
the journaling (explained in section 8.1.3).
In other tools we include the tools to allow the advanced user to overrule some
defaults or use ATLAS at a lower level to gain control of how things are handled.
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distribution architecture ~ _ - ^* low level of paralelism
interprocess communication
ATL control language vS / standardized input model
configuration and macro language
flexible journaling mechanism ... N^wOy^
 a • , , •^ ~ - flexible journaling
input data management fault tolerance
other tools ^^ ^~~~ support to parametric design
transparency
Figure 11.1: Relations among ATLAS concepts and objectives
These tools are the ATLAS events mechanism (explained in section 6.4), the
ATLAS API library (explained in section 9.2) and the utility processes (explained
in section 9.3).
The independent solutions adopted to address the different objectives are
not new on their own. The contributions of this thesis are, instead, in seeking
and displaying a solution to all of the aforementioned objectives jointly and
harmoniously; also in showing means by which this can be attained with little
or no performance cost and with minimal special training of the programmers.
Finally, the design of our journaling system is to our knowledge original in the
simultaneous solution of all of its requirements.
Future work
In the ATLAS architecture an extension to make the distribution of processes
work over a WAN is easy1. This makes us think in the possibility of extending
the architecture to allow ATLAS applications to support CSCW.
Once an application has been built upon ATLAS, it can be turned into a
CSCW-supporting application by the simple device of cloning the application for
the different users collaborating, and establishing special connections between
the corresponding distr processes, only one of which acts as a master. This,
although limited, would turn essentially every ATLAS application into a CSCW-
capable application, with no or extremely little effort by the developers, as per
ATLAS requirements (see figure 11.2).
If we consider the ATLAS processes as objects, another interesting feature
would be adding the possibility of creating more than one instance of these
objects at a time. The work needed includes the extension of the capabilities of
the ATL language to permit the management of multiple instances of a process.
Thinking on the sort of applications ATLAS is addressed to (split in several
processes being executed in different machines), it is possible, and even likely,
'This is currently being undertaken by some users for a state-wide project
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Figure 11.2: Possible extension to a CSCW-supporting architecture
to find situations where different versions of a process are available to be ex-
ecuted. Another future task thus may go in this direction, adding to ATLAS
the possibility of controlling and supporting different versions of processes and
other files as well.
As stated in section 2.2, we also plan to eventually develop a generic para-
metric solver service for ATLAS based on other work developed in our group.
Finally, a more ambitious line of extension would entail the adaption of
ATLAS' kernel to use threads when available.
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Appendix A
ATL Grammar Description
mòdul
bloc
deftip
tipus
proto
prototipus
prot-proc
prot_proc-main
( bloc )+ Eof
• ( "EXPORT" { deftip
| {"ASYNC"} ( procedure | function )
j var-decLexp ";" )
| deftip
| protó
| use
| unuse
| reuse
| procedure
| function
| "ASYNC" ( procedure
| function
j func-cail ) ";"
| name ( var.d ( "," var.d )* ";"
| func.call.trunc ";" )
| var-decll ";'
I "i" )
"#deftype" { "::" } IDENTIFIER ( tipus | name | ".atLunknown")
( "STRUCT"
IDENTIFIER "->" ( tipus | name ) ";"
( IDENTIFIER "->" ( tipus | name ) ";" )*
"ENDSTRUCT"
I "VECTOR" ( "[" NUMBER "]" )+ "OF" ( tipus | name ) )
"PROT" ( prototipus )+ "ENDPROT"
( "EXPORT" {"ASYNC"} ( prot.proc | protJunc ) ";"
| "EXTERN" {"ASYNC"} ( prot.proc | protJunc ) ";"
| {"ASYNC"} ( prot-proc | protJunc ) ";"
I ";" ).
"PROCEDURE" ( prot.procjnain
| { "::" } IDENTIFIER "(" paramJist ")" )
{ "INVERSE OF" name }
"main" "(" ")"
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prot-func
use
unuse
reuse
procedure
procmain
function
paramJist
par am
var.deeLexp
var_decll
var_d
sentences
conditional
condmult
iteration
assignment
assign.trunc
inprocess
"FUNCTION" { "::" } IDENTIFIER "(" paramJist ")"
"RETURNS" name
{ "INVERSE OF" name }
"USE" IDENTIFIER ( "," IDENTIFIER )* ";"
"UNUSE" IDENTIFIER ( "," IDENTIFIER )* ";"
"REUSE" IDENTIFIER ( "," IDENTIFIER )* ";"
"PROCEDURE" ( procmain
| { "::" } IDENTIFIER "(" paramJist ")" "IS"
sentences "ENDPROCEDURE" )
"main" "(" ")" "IS"
sentences "ENDPROCEDURE" )
"FUNCTION" { "::" } IDENTIFIER "(" paramJist ")"
"RETURNS" name "IS"
sentences
"ENDFUNCTION"
{ param ( "," param )* }
name { "&" } IDENTIFIER
( var-decll | name var.d ( "," var.d )* )
tipus var_d ( "," var.d )*
{ "::" } IDENTIFIER
( conditional
| condmult
| iteration
| inprocess
| name ( assign.trunc
| var.d ( "," var-d )*
j func.call.trunc ) ";"
| func-calLasync ";"
| retorn ";"
| escriu
I var-decll ";"
I ";" )+
"IF" expressió "THEN" sentences
{ "ELSE" sentences }
"ENDIF"
"CASE" expressió "IS"
( "WHEN" constant "DO" sentences )*
{ "OTHERWISE" sentences }
"ENDCASE"
( "WHILE" expressió "DO" sentences "ENDWHILE"
| "FOR" "(" assignment ";" expressió ";" assignment ")"
"DO" sentences
"ENDFOR" )
name assign.trunc
variable.trunc "="
( expressió
| func.calLasync
j "GETDATA" "(" expressió { "," expressió } ")" )
"WITH" IDENTIFIER "DO" sentences "ENDWITH"
ÍÍ.»
Î
tt.ï Î
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func-call_async
fune-cali
func.calLtrunc
exprJist
retorn
escriu
variable
variable.trunc
accés
name
expressió
expcmp
el
e2
e3
e4
constant
number
string
boolea
"ASYNC" fune-cali
name func.call.trunc
"(" exprJist ")"
{ ( expressió
| "GETDATA" "(" expressió { "," expressió } ")" )
( "," ( expressió
| "GETDATA" "(" expressió { "," expressió } ")" ) )* }
"RETURN" { expressió }
"PRINT" "(" STRING "," variable ")"
name variable.trunc
{ accés }
( "." IDENTIFIER
| «[" expressió "]" )+
( PREFIX IDENTIFIER
| IDENTIFIER
| "::" IDENTIFIER )
expcmp ( "&&" expcmp | "||" expcmp )*
el ( "==" el | "! =" el | "<" el | "<=" el | ">" el | ">=" el )
e2 ( "+" e2 | í!-" e2 )*
e3 ( "*" e3 | "/" e3 | "%" e3 )*
( "{" name "}" e4
| e4)
{ ( "-" | "!" ) } ( constant
| "(" expressió ")"
j name ( variable.trunc
| func.calLtrunc ) )
( number | string | boolea )
( NUMBER { "." { NUMBER } }
I "." NUMBER
STRING
( ( "TRUE" | "true" )
| ( "FALSE" | "false" ) )
NUMBER
STRING
PREFIX
IDENTIFIER
[0-9]+\" rtvi i \\Y> v
[a-zA-Z][a-zA-ZO-9.]*::
[a-zA-Z][a-zA-ZO-9.j*
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Appendix B
Intermediate code
instructions
This appendix describes all the intermediate code instructions that the ATLAS
Virtual Machine accepts. For each instruction it explains also its operands and
the effect of its execution1.
POP =4- Instruction code = 0
This instruction is used to discard elements from
the temporary stack. It removes the element at
the top of the temporary stack.
It does the 'pop' and deletes the contents of the
operand.
PUSH =£• Instruction code = 1
PUSH opl This instruction can be used with or without
operand. If it goes with an operand it pushes
this operand in the temporary stack.
The following instructions take the operands (one or two depending on the
operation) from the top of the temporary stack removing them from the stack
(executing the "Buida" method for each one when done) and push the operation
result onto the stack. The operands have been pushed into the stack in the order
they have been read (parsed), so accessing to the top of the stack we find first
the second operand and after that the first one.
'The implementation behaviour is described changing to the sans serif font in order to
distinguish it from the more abstract explanation level.
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ADDI
ADDF
ADDS
SUBI
SUBF
MULI
MULF
DIVI
DIVF
MOD
Instruction codes = 2, 17 i 28 respectively.
These instructions do the algebraic addition of
two operands in cases of integers (I) or reals (F).
In case of string operands (S) it does the concate-
nation of the two operands. The result has always
the same type as the operands.
Constant operands are cast into the correspond-
ing subclass (OperandJnt -I-, Operand-float -F-
or Operand-String -S-) and variables are cast into
Operand.var. The result is always a constant
operand.
Instruction codes = 3 i 18 respectively.
These instructions compute the difference be-
tween two operands of type integer (I) or real (F)
-first operand minus second operand-. The re-
sult is always of the same type as the operands.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or Operand-float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always a constant operand.
Instruction codes = 4 i 19 respectively.
These instructions compute the product of two
operands of types integer (I) or real (F). The re-
sult is always of the same type as the operands.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or Operand-float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always a constant operand.
Instruction codes = 5 i 20 respectively.
These instructions compute the division of two
operands of types integer (I) or real (F) -first
operand divided by second operand-. The result
is always of the same type as the operands.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or Operand-float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always a constant operand.
Instruction code = 6
This instruction computes the reminder of the in-
teger division between two integer operands. The
result is also an integer.
Constant operands are cast into OperandJnt and
variables are cast into Operand.var. The result is
always an OperandJnt.
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NEGI
NEGF
EQI
EQF
EQS
EQB
NEQI
NEQF
NEQS
NEQB
LEI
LEF
LEQI
LEQF
Instruction codes = 7 i 21 respectively.
These instructions change the sign of an operand
of type integer (I) or real (F). The result has the
same type as the operand.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (Operand.int -I- or Operand-float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand_var. The re-
sult is always a constant operand.
Instruction codes = 8, 22, 29 i 31 respectively.
These instructions check if two operands of type
integer (I), real (F), string (S) or boolean (B) are
equal (have the same value). The result is always
a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into the correspond-
ing subclass (OperandJnt -I-, Operand-float -F-,
Operand-string -S- or Operand-bool -B-) and vari-
ables are cast into Operand.var. The result is always
an Operand.bool.
Instruction codes = 9, 23, 30 i 32 respectively.
These instructions check if two operands of type
integer (I), real (F), string (S) or boolean (B) are
not equal (have different values). The result is
always a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into the correspond-
ing subclass (OperandJnt -I—, OperandJIoat -F—,
Operand-string-S-or Operand-bool -B-) and vari-
ables are cast into Operand.var. The result is always
an Operand.bool.
Instruction codes = 10 i 24 respectively.
These instructions check if the first operand, in-
teger (I) or real (F), is smaller than the second.
The result is always a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or Operand-float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always an Operand-bool.
Instruction codes = 11 i 25 respectively.
These instructions check if the first operand, in-
teger (I) or real (F), is smaller than or equal to
the second. The result is always a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or OperandJIoat -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always an Operand-bool,
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GTI =*• Instruction codes = 12 i 26 respectively.
GTF These instructions check if the first operand, in-
teger (I) or real (F), is greater than the second.
The result is always a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or Operand.float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always an OperancLbool.
GEQI =» Instruction codes = 13 i 27 respectively.
GEQF These instructions check if the first operand, in-
teger (I) or real (F), is greater than or equal to
the second. The result is always a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into the corresponding
subclass (OperandJnt -I- or Operand.float -F-)
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The re-
sult is always an Operand-bool.
AND ==> Instruction code = 14
This instruction does the boolean operation AND
between two boolean operands. The result is also
a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into an Operand-bool
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The result
¡s also an Operand-bool.
OR => Instruction code = 15
This instruction does the boolean operation OR
between two boolean operands. The result is also
a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into an Operand-bool
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The result
is also an Operand-bool.
NOT ==> Instruction code = 16
This instruction inverts the value of a boolean
operand. The result is also a boolean.
Constant operands are cast into an Operand.bool
and variables are cast into Operand.var. The result
is also an OperancLbool.
The MOV instructions assign a value to a variable. Both the value and the
variable are at the top of the temporary stack (the value is the one at the top).
Once the assignment is done both operands are removed from the stack.
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MOVI
MOVF
MOVS
MOVE
MOVN
BRF opl
BRopl
Instruction codes = 33, 34, 35 i 36 respectively.
These instructions assign values of basic types:
integer (I), real (F), string (S) or boolean (B).
Constant operands (for the operand to be
moved) are cast into the corresponding sub-
class (OperandJnt -I-, Operand-float -F-,
Operand-String -S- or OperandJjool -B-) and
variables are cast into Operand.var. The operand
where the value must be moved is always an
Operand.var and the method to use can be a
Setvalor or SetIO depending on the operand to be
assigned (constant or io-abstract pointer).
Instruction code = 37
This instruction assigns to a variable the value
of another variable or part of it.
The two operands are ¡o-abstract pointers
(Operand.var) and the assignment is done by using
the method Set/0.
Instruction code = 38
This is a branch instruction if the condition is
false. It checks the condition value at the top of
the temporary stack and if it is false it jumps to
the instruction of the code table with the index
indicated at the operand 'opl'.
Constant operands are cast into Operand_bool and
variables are cast into Operand.var but they are not
popped from the stack.
The operand 'opl' is an OperandJnt and it is used
only if the value of the condition is false, causing in
this case the change of the execution index to this
value.
Instruction code = 39
This is the unconditional branch instruction. It
always jumps to the instruction of the code table
with the value received at the operand 'opl' as
index.
The operand 'opl' is an OperandJnt and the execu-
tion index is directly changed to this integer value.
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ACCS opi =» Instruction code = 40
This instruction reads a field of a structure. It
takes the node pointer of the structure from the
top of the temporary stack and access to the
field having as index the value received into the
operand 'opl'. The resulting node pointer is
pushed also to the temporary stack.
The operand 'opl' is an OperandJnt and the
operand at the top of the temporary stack is an
Operand.var which will be removed from the stack.
The value of the node pointer in the Operand.var
(inside the io<node *>) is used to call the 'node'
method accedir passing it the value of the index
given by 'opl'. The result of this method is the
node pointer to be pushed into the temporary stack
as a result of this accessing instruction.
ACCV =*• Instruction code = 41
This instruction reads an element of a vector. It
takes from the temporary stack both the node
pointer of the vector and the index of the element
to access. The resulting node pointer is pushed
to the temporary stack.
The índex for the element to access is at the
top of the stack. Constant operands are cast
into OperandJnt and variables are cast into
Operand.var. After this index the temporary stack
has the vector node pointer. Both operands will be
removed from the stack. In case the method accedir
of the vector node pointer returns NULL it means
the index is not inside the range for this vector and
an execution error finishing this execution will be
triggered; otherwise the node pointer returned is
pushed onto the stack (inside the io<node *> of
an Operand.var).
ERR => Instruction code = 46
This instruction detects whether a function exe-
cution has not gone through any return instruc-
tion. At this point the execution must produce
an error because it is a function without a return
sentence.
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CINT opi op2 =*• Instruction code = 42
This instruction calls to a function or proce-
dure internal to the Command Subsystem. The
operand 'opl' has the address in the symbol ta-
ble corresponding to the function or procedure to
be called (because of the preprocessing of this in-
struction). The operand 'op2' has a boolean indi-
cating if the call is asynchronous. The instruction
first checks if the code table is defined, produc-
ing an execution error if not. If the code table
is defined and it is a synchronous call it pushes
to the execution stack the address of the code ta-
ble being executed and the current index to this
table and the base pointer for the current activa-
tion bloc as well. When the call is asynchronous
it creates a new ExecStep using a duplicate of the
temporary stack for this new ExecStep (see sec-
tion 4.3). Once this information has been stored
the called function or procedure code table is ex-
ecuted.
The code table address is pushed as an
Operand-punter and the execution index and the
base pointer as OperandJnt. In order to start the
execution of the called code table its address is go-
ing to be the current code table address, the current
index is set to -1 (at the end of the current loop it
will become 0) and the present activation bloc base
pointer is set to the current length of the execution
stack.
RET =¡> Instruction code = 43
This instruction indicates a return of a function
or a procedure.
First of all it must remove from the execution
stack those operands used by the local variables
and parameters of this function or procedure (the
contents of those operands have been deleted be-
fore by the execution of instructions RMV). Af-
ter this it takes from the execution stack the base
pointer of the previous activation bloc and the
return address (code table and index) where the
execution control has to return. This values are
going to be considered as the present execution
values.
Finally the execution status (ExecStep) must be
updated with these new data.
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VRBL opi op2 op3
GETV opl op2
PARV opl op2 op3
Instruction code = 44
This instruction is used whenever a local variable
is created. It pushes a new variable onto the ex-
ecution stack. The operands received are respec-
tively the name, the type and the final type of
the variable to be created.
All operands are string constants (Operand-string).
A Type object is created from the type and the fi-
nal type of the variable, and a Variable object is
created from the Type and the name of the vari-
able. The operand pushed to the execution stack
is an Operand-ptrvar containing the pointer to this
Variable. The node tree is not created at this point.
Instruction code = 45
This instruction access to a local variable. The
operand 'opl' is the offset of this variable in
the execution stack and the operand 'op2' is a
boolean indicating whether the access to the vari-
able is as an 1-value or not (this is usable for
the dirty variables mechanism described in sec-
tion 4.3). The instruction access to the variable
and pushes it into the temporary stack.
The operand 'opl' is an integer constant
(Operand Jnt) used to compute the offset in the ex-
ecution stack to access to the variable. The operand
'op2' ¡s a boolean constant (Operand_bool). Once
the variable has been accessed in the execution stack
(Operand-ptrvar), the instruction checks whether
the node tree of the variable is already created or not
and it creates it if it is needed. The node pointer is
then pushed to the temporary stack (Operand.var).
Instruction code = 47
This instruction is used to create local variables
to store parameters passed by value. It pushes
a new variable onto the execution stack. The
operands given to the instruction are respectively
the name, the type and the final type of the
parameter to be created.
All three operands are string constants
(Operand-string). It creates a Type object
from the type and the type definition, and a
Variable object from the Type and the name. The
tree of the variable is created and the address
of this Variable is pushed to the execution stack
(Operand-ptrvar -containing a Variable pointer).
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SETV opi op2 =» Instruction code = 48
This instruction sets the initial value of a parame-
ter. The operand 'opl' is the offset in both stacks
(temporary and execution) and the operand 'op2'
indicates the type of the node of the parameter.
Both operands 'opl' and 'op2' are integer constants
(OperandJnt). It access to the execution stack
taking the node pointer where the parameter value
must be set. If this value (accessing to the tempo-
rary stack) is constant it must be of a basic type and
depending on the type indicated by 'op2' it takes the
correct operand and assigns it to the variable node
pointer. If the value ¡s a node pointer the type in-
dicated by 'op2' can be also a structure or a vector
and the assignment must be done by using the node
copy operator (with the corresponding cast).
PARR opl op2 op3 =£• Instruction code = 49
This instruction is used to create local variables
to store parameters passed by reference. It
pushes a new variable onto the execution stack.
The operands given to the instruction are re-
spectively the name, the type and the final type
of the parameter to be created.
All three operands are string constants
(Operand-string). It creates a Type object
from the type and the type definition, and a
Variable object from the Type and the name.
Then the address of this Variable is pushed to
the execution stack (Operand-ptrvar -containing a
Variable pointer).
It does not create the tree of the variable because
the parameter is passed by reference and will be set
with the node pointer passed as a parameter.
SETR opl =*> Instruction code = 50
This instruction sets the parameter passed by ref-
erence to the corresponding pointer. The operand
'opl' is the offset in both stacks (temporary and
execution) to the correct parameter.
The operand 'opl' is an integer constant
(OperandJnt). From the temporary stack (and the
'opl' offset) it gets the node pointer which is the
value for the parameter. This is assigned to the Vari-
able .for the parameter at the execution stack (with
the 'opl' offset). It must be noticed that the vari-
able cannot have the tree created because the node
pointer being assigned becomes this tree, shared by
both.
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RMV opi =*• Instruction code = 51
It removes the variable at the offset indicated by
'opl' from the execution stack.
The operand 'opl' is an integer constant
(OperandJnt). The instruction deletes (executing
its destructor) the variable in this position of the
execution stack. It does not do the pop of this vari-
able. It will be done by the RET instruction.
CEXT opl op2 op3 => Instruction code = 52
This instruction is to execute an external function
call. At 'opl' it receives the name of the external
function to be called, at 'op2' the number of pa-
rameters for this function and at 'op3' a boolean
indicating if the call is asynchronous.
The three operands 'opl', 'op2' and 'op3' are con-
stants, the first one string, the second one in-
teger and the third one boolean (Operand-string,
OperandJnt and Operand-bool). From the first one
the instruction can extract the name of the external
process and the name of the routine. With this in-
formation, the number of parameters and the num-
ber assigned to this call (given from a global vari-
able being incremented any time it is used), it gen-
erates a routine call message (CallRoutine) which
will be sent to the Command Subsystem driver. Af-
ter this an object keeping the information for this
call (OpenedCall, with the name and the number
of the routine called -see subsection "External rou-
tine calls" in chapter 4) is created and is appended
to the corresponding list depending on the value of
'op3' (synchronous calls list or asynchronous calls
list -see also section 4.3).
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GETN opi op2 => Instruction code = 53
This instruction pushes onto the temporary stack
an io-abstract pointer containing the node pointer
corresponding to a global variable that is in the
symbol table.
The operand 'opl' contains the address in the sym-
bol table containing the global variable to be ac-
cessed ('opl1 has this address because of the pre-
processing to this instruction). The operand 'op2'
is a boolean indicating whether the access to the
variable is as an l-value or not (usable for the dirty
variables mechanism described in section 4.3). First
of all it checks that the variable is defined (it may
have been removed after its declaration), giving an
error if it does not. If there is no error it gets the
value of the node pointer of.the Variable tree (cre-
ating it if needed) and pushes it onto the temporary
stack (Operand.var).
REQD opl op2 =¿- Instruction code = 54
This instruction generates a request of input data
of the type indicated by operand 'opl'. The
operand 'op2' is a boolean indicating if there is a
timeout value for this request.
Both operands 'opl* and 'op2' are constants
of types string (Operand-string) and boolean
(Operand-bool) respectively. If the value of 'op2' is
true the timeout value for the request can be found
at the top of the temporary stack (if it is constant
Operand Jnt and Operand.var if not -with the ad-
equate cast-). The value passed to the GETDATA
(in the ATL language) as a message for the request
is also at the temporary stack and its type is string
(constant or not). Both operands are removed from
the temporary.
An input data request message is created (Request-
Data) with a number for the request (a global vari-
able being incremented each time it is used), the
name of the type, the message for the request and
the timeout value, and sent to the Command Sub-
system driver.
In the current version the timeout ¡s allways sent
with a -1 value.
After the request message is sent, the execution sta-
tus is updated and an object to wait for the answer
to this request (Waitinglnput, with the number of
the request and the execution status -see subsec-
tion "Communication with the Command Subsys-
tem driver" in chapter 4), is created and ¡s appended
to the corresponding list.
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WAIT =» Instruction code = 57
This instruction causes the execution to stop in
order to wait for the result of the external routine
just called (generally this instruction is the last
one after all parameter instructions for this call
when the call is synchronous).
It updates the status of the execution and stores it
into the object created to wait for this call (Opened-
Call). Then it stops the current execution of the in-
terpreter (execution of the present code table) and
returns the control to the Virtual Machine driver.
PEXV opl op2 op3 =» Instruction code = 55
This instruction generates a parameter to be
passed by value to an external routine call. The
operands 'opl', 'op2' and 'op3' are respectively
the type and the final type of the parameter and
its offset in the temporary stack.
The first two operands, 'opl' and 'op2', are string
constants (Operand-String) and the third one, 'op3',
is an integer constant (OperandJnt).
From the type and its definition a Type object is
created, and with this Type a Variable object, gen-
erating also the tree for it in order to have the node
pointer where the parameter value to be sent must
be copied. If this value (obtained from the tempo-
rary stack) is constant it will be of a basic type, and
depending on the type, it is cast into the correct
operand type and assigned to the parameter Vari-
able. If it is a node pointer, it is assigned using the
'node' copy operator (with the corresponding cast).
Once the Variable has been set with the parameter
value, the instruction gets the name of the external
routine call from the last external routine call sent
and with this name, the number of the call and
the Variable it generates a parameter message (Pa-
rameter) which is sent to the Command Subsystem
driver.
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CDEF opi op2
PEXR opi op2 op3
MASS
Instruction code = 58
This instruction executes a default function call of
the ATL language. The addresses of these func-
tions are into a structure with two tables which al-
lows access to one of this functions just by know-
ing the corresponding indices in these two tables.
The first operand 'opl' contains the index to the
generic functions table, and the second one, 'op2',
contains the index to the specific functions table
(see subsection "The execution" in chapter 4).
The instruction executes the right function by call-
ing to the generic function corresponding to the first
index and passing to it the position in the specific
functions table (given by the second index) and a
reference to the temporary stack.
Instruction code = 56
This instruction generates a parameter to be
passed "by reference" to an external routine call.
The operands 'opl', 'op2' and 'op3' are the type,
the final type and the offset to the value in the
temporary stack.
The two first operands, 'opl' and 'op2', are string
constants (Operand-string) and the third one, 'op3',
is an integer constant (Operand Jnt).
From the type and its definition a Type object is
created, and with this Type a Variable object which
is initialized with the value of the node pointed to by
the value of the Operand.var taken from the tempo-
rary stack at the offset position (the management of
passing parameters "by reference" to external rou-
tines uses a copy-in copy-out paradigm). Then the
instruction gets the name of the external routine call
from the last external routine call sent and with this
name, the number of the call and the just built Vari-
able it generates a parameter message (Parameter)
which is sent to the Command Subsystem driver.
As this parameter must be returned by the external
routine, a new Variable must be generated setting
in it the node pointer to point to where the result
parameter must be copied. This Variable is kept in
the object created to keep the return of the external
routine call (OpenedCall).
Instruction code = 59 .
This instruction is a "move" for an asynchronous
call in an assignment sentence (see also sec-
tion 4.3).
It takes the node pointer from the top of the tem-
porary stack and puts it in the Variable reserved for
it in the structure of the asynchronous call.
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POPA
PRINT opl
END
Instruction code = 60
Instruction "pop" for an asynchronous call. It is
used when the call is internal and it decides that
the return value of the call (if it exists) is not
needed (see also section 4.3).
Instruction code = 200
This instruction writes into the output window
of the Input Subsystem. It receives as operand
*opl' a string constant containing the format to
be used to call the 'sprintf ' C function. This for-
mat is limited to only one variable.
The value of the variable is found at the top of the
temporary stack and it always is an Operand.var.
The work to do is then to access to the value to be
written, call to the 'sprinti' to build the string to
be written and generate an external call to the rou-
tine "se::Sortida" (sending a CallRoutine message)
generating also the parameters (Parameter) to be
passed to this external routine (the string generated
by 'sprinti' and another with a constant value "m").
This external call is exported by the Input Subsys-
tem module and in this case it is called without wait-
ing for its return, so it will be totally asynchronous.
Instruction code = 100
Instruction for ending an execution. It removes
from the execution stack the parameters in case
it was a function call execution and finishes the
execution.
The content of the parameters has been deleted
by the RMV instructions but END must pop
them from the stack. It also destroys the cur-
rent execution status (ExecStep) before ending.
In case this ExecStep was for an internal asyn-
chronous call this destruction requires a hand-
shake with the calling routine explained in sec-
tion 4.3.
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